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Syrian pro-government forces patrol a street in the ancient city of Palmyra, on March 27th.
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Beirut

I

n an unprecedented pincer attack, Iraqi and Syrian armies,
backed by an unlikely alliance
of the United States and Russia, are battering Islamic State
(ISIS) citadels in the strongest offensive against the jihadist caliphate
since it was proclaimed in July 2014.
The ancient and strategic Syrian
city of Palmyra, captured by ISIS
in May 2015 then heavily damaged,
fell to Syrian President Bashar Assad’s forces on March 26th, aided by
intensive Russian air strikes.
Meanwhile, the Iraqi Army,
backed by US air power and artillery, launched the long-delayed Operation Conquest to recapture Mosul, Iraq’s second largest city, which
ISIS stormed in June 2014.
There does not appear to have
been coordination in the two offensives but Palmyra and Mosul

symbolised apparent ISIS invincibility, so the fall of Palmyra marked
a major blow against the caliphate
declared by ISIS leader Abu Bakr
al-Baghdadi — and one that may signal the beginning of the end of the
proto-state spanning northern Syria
and western Iraq.
The way is now open for Assad’s
forces to push 100km eastward to
the last ISIS strongholds in Syria
around the oil-rich town of Deir ezZor and the city of Raqqa, the caliphate’s de facto capital.

“The noose is
tightening.”

Michael Stephens,
Royal United Services
Institute

Driving ISIS out of Palmyra “is
an important step in the containment and eventual defeat” of the
jihadists, wrote Michael Stephens
of the Royal United Services Institute, a London-based think-tank.
“It may not mean the end for ISIS…
But it is a step in chipping away at
the group’s power base, both geographically and strategically, as well
as debasing the myth that the caliphate’s armies are all-conquering
and unable to be defeated… The
noose is tightening.”
With the Iraqi Army, still being
rebuilt from its collapse during the
2014 ISIS blitzkrieg, already pushing
the jihadists out of villages south of
Mosul, there are hopes the militants
will be trapped between the two advances.
As Russian air power blasts the
way open for Assad’s troops, the
Iraqi forces, backed by Iranian-controlled Shia militias, are being aided
by a small contingent of US Marines,
a 200-man special operations force,
and US-led coalition air power. It is

likely to be the most brutal fight the
Iraqis have yet experienced. ISIS
has turned Mosul into a fortress.
US support remains minimal, in
line with President Barack Obama’s
reluctance to get involved in another Middle Eastern imbroglio. However, there are signs a more virile US
military effort is developing.
But ISIS has shown itself to be
resilient to setbacks and it should
not be written off yet. When its predecessor, the Islamic State of Iraq,
lost control of core territory to US
troops in 2006-07, it took to guerrilla warfare and indiscriminate
bombings.
This time the jihadists may well
strike back with a broadside of terrorist attacks in Europe and Russia
as well as the Middle East.

The rabbinical consensus since Israel seized and annexed Jerusalem
from Jordan in 1967 remains that it
is forbidden for any Jew to enter the
site until the Third Temple is built.

Jordanian Information Minister Mohammed Momani said that
al Aqsa’s compound of 144,000
sq. metres “is sacred for Muslims
only”.
The cameras will “preserve the
Arab and Islamic identity of the al
Aqsa mosque”, Momani insisted.
Kamal Khatib, deputy chief of the
Palestinian Islamic Movement in
Israel, argued that the cameras “enforce Israeli sovereignty over the
compound”.
“The cameras will also allow Israel to monitor Palestinian activists
in the mosque and arrest anyone,
or ban them from entering,” added
Khatib, speaking by telephone.
“Muslims are not doing anything
wrong at the mosque. They’re praying where they’re supposed to
pray.”

Ed Blanche is Analysis editor of
The Arab Weekly. He has reported
on Middle Eastern affairs since 1967
and lives in Beirut.
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The many uses of Jerusalem’s cameras
Jamal J. Halaby

Amman

S

urveillance cameras installed around Jerusalem’s
flashpoint al Aqsa mosque
compound are a doubleedged sword: They will
monitor Israeli violations but can
also tip-off Israelis on Palestinian
activists attending prayers.
Israel may also try to reassert its
sovereignty over the compound, using the cameras to arrest Palestinian
activists or barring them entry.
The cameras are the idea of Jordan’s King Abdullah II, his information minister said. Jordan is a
custodian of Jerusalem’s holy Muslim sites under a peace treaty with
Israel that recognised a “special”
Jordanian role in caring for Islamic
shrines in Jerusalem’s old Walled
City.
Palestinians blame Israel for
provocations they say are aimed

at annexing the shrine. The latest
wave of violence was sparked by
Jewish hardliners saying prayers in
the courtyard of al Aqsa in September 2015. So far, 198 Palestinians, 28
Israelis, two Americans, an Eritrean
and a Sudanese have died in the ensuing violence.

ins of two ancient temples lie under
al Aqsa. The Western Wall, revered
by religious Jews, is believed to be
from the second temple, destroyed
nearly 2,000 years ago.

Cameras will
monitor Israeli
violations but can
also tip-off Israelis
on Palestinian
activists.
Islam’s third holiest shrine, al
Aqsa mosque is in a compound
known as al-Haram al-Sharif, Arabic
for the “Noble Sanctuary”, which
also houses the golden Dome of the
Rock.
Jews refer to the sanctuary as the
Temple Mount, arguing that the ru-

CCTV cameras are seen on a mast at the entrance of Jerusalem’s
Damascus Gate outside the Old City.

Jamal J. Halaby, based in Jordan, is
Levant editor for The Arab Weekly
and has reported on the Middle
East and North Africa for nearly
three decades.
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Syria’s conflict on a new track after Palmyra
Khalil Hamlo

Damascus

T

he Syrian government’s
capture of the ancient city
of Palmyra from Islamic
State (ISIS) has put the
conflict on a new path,
allowing the Damascus regime to
resist opposition pressure at Geneva peace talks and to maintain its
“red lines” — mainly the refusal to
discuss the fate of President Bashar
Assad.
“The liberation of Palmyra is not
an ordinary event and we will not
let it slip by unnoticed like the liberation of Al-Qasir in Homs governorate or the liberation of Rabia and
Salma in Latakia governorate and
many other Syrian cities,” said General Hassan Suleiman, head of the
Propaganda and Psychological Warfare Section in the Syrian Army’s
Political Department.
Suleiman said the fall of ISIS in
Palmyra, which it controlled for 10
months, “leaves the door wide open
for more defeats” for the terrorist
group, “gives the Syrian Army a free
hand in all eastern districts, including Raqqa, and blocks any attempt
for ground intervention, be it from
Turkey or Saudi Arabia.”

The Syrian
opposition realised
that after the ISIS
defeat in Palmyra,
Deir ez-Zor would
fall into Syrian Army
hands.
The newly captured territory, is
“rear base for expanding military
operations on various axis, primarily Raqqa and Deir ez-Zor”, the army
said in a statement, referring to ISIS
strongholds in the east.
Assad confirmed the army’s plans

during a March 30th interview with
RIA Novosti (Sputnik), saying: “Of
course, after the liberation of Palmyra, we must move on to neighbouring regions that lead to the
eastern parts of the country, such
as Deir ez-Zor. At the same time, we
need to begin work in the direction
of Raqqa, which is Islamic State’s
main stronghold.”

Observers in
Damascus linked the
Syrian Army
advances to what
they said was a new
Russian-US
understanding.
The army was closing in on the
city of Al-Qaryatayn near Homs,
north of Damascus, and planned to
regain control of Al-Sukhnah, east
of Palmyra, in addition to areas in
Deir ez-Zor governorate, said Homs
governor Talal al-Barazi.
Observers in Damascus put the
army advances down to what they
said was a new Russian-US understanding that would leave Russianbacked Syrian government forces
fighting ISIS around Palmyra and
Deir ez-Zor and moving in on Raqqa
from the south. Kurdish-dominated
Syrian Democratic Forces, backed
by US air cover, would engage ISIS
north of Raqqa.
Suleiman said that controlling
the roads between Damascus, Deir
ez-Zor and Raqqa allows the army
to take control of the border crossing of al-Tanf on the Syrian-Iraqi
border. Also, reaching Raqqa before
the operation for the liberation of
the Iraqi city of Mosul is launched
in June would prevent ISIS fighters
retreating to the group’s stronghold
in Syria. According to field reports,
Syrian Democratic Forces have effectively imposed a siege on ISIS
on the northern outskirts of Raqqa.
Turki al-Hassan, a military ana-

lyst and retired Syrian Army general, said that if the military plan
for Deir ez-Zor succeeded, it would
“guarantee stopping any outside
forces from invading Syrian territories”. He conceded that the Syrian
Army was in a hurry to reach Deir
ez-Zor before other forces, particularly the Syrian Democratic Forces,
which seem eager “to pick up the
pace to reach the city with Saudi
and Jordanian backing”.
Hassan noted that while the Syrian Army was fighting for control
of Palmyra, it conducted a preemptive operation towards al-Taim
oil field in southern Deir ez-Zor
and took control of Shoula village
south-east of the city to prevent ISIS
fighters reaching the area.
He admitted the danger of
launching military operations deep
in the Syrian desert and the difficulty of establishing army posts to

protect the road. “It is, however,
less difficult with the presence of
Russia’s K-52 helicopters or what is
known as the ‘Night Hunters’,” he
said referring to Russian attack helicopters.
The Syrian opposition realised
that after the ISIS defeat in Palmyra,
Deir ez-Zor would fall into Syrian
Army hands. “This is another proof
that the Syrian regime is blocking in
an accelerated way any attempt by
other military forces to enter Syria
for the sake of combating ISIS,” said
Brigadier Asaad Awad al-Zubi, head
of the opposition negotiating delegation.
According to confirmed reports
obtained by The Arab Weekly, military units controlled by Syrian businessman Ayman Jaber lost about
100 fighters in combat alongside
the Syrian Army in Palmyra, but are
now preparing to retake the ISIS-

controlled Khunayfis phosphate
mines, 70km south of Palmyra. In
return, Jaber will have the exclusive rights to exploit the mines for
five years. The Khunayfis operation
is also meant to prevent any forces,
whether New Syria Army, made up
of defectors from government forces, or other ground forces from outside Syria, from entering the area.
The Syrian Army’s control of Palmyra could facilitate expelling ISIS
forces from Al-Qaryatain, which
lies on a key road linking Palmyra
with the Qalamun region of Damascus province to the west, as well as
closing in on ISIS fighters in Hajar
al Aswad and Yarmouk camp at the
southern outskirts of Damascus.
Khalil Hamlo is a Damascus-based
journalist and regular contributor
to The Arab Weekly. He has been
reporting on Syria since 1995.

Post Palmyra, where is the real power in Damascus?

View poi nt

Stephen
Starr

F

or more than four
years, all major parties
to the Syrian conflict
have won, lost and
retaken regions of the
country. First, protesters and defected soldiers drove
government security forces from
towns and neighbourhoods, then,
after shelling reduced those areas
to rubble, the government roared
back.
When the Islamic State (ISIS)
emerged it, too, conquered and
plundered its way to controlling
vast reaches of territory but it has
been beaten back across northern
Syria and now from Palmyra, a
town of ancient ruins in the Syrian
desert of significant symbolism, in
a battle noted as the biggest military defeat for ISIS in two years.
For Damascus, the Palmyra
offensive marks a noted, even
contradictory, change in tactics.
In the past, the Syrian regime had
ignored the advance of ISIS in
the east and north-east, instead
choosing to target civilian areas
outside Damascus, Aleppo and the
north-west. In November, reports
emerged it had been buying oil
from the jihadist group. Previous
to all this, dozens of extremists
who would end up joining ISIS
were released from Syrian prisons
in 2011 as part of a presidential
amnesty for political prisoners.

For Damascus, the
Palmyra offensive marks a
noted, even contradictory,
change in tactics.

Where
Bashar
Assad fits
in that
equation is
far less clear.

A member of the Syrian government forces sits by a sign post
on the outskirts of the ancient city of Palmyra after it was
recaptured from ISIS, on March 27th.
As such, the Syrian regime’s
decision to take on ISIS in Palmyra
has caught many critics of Syrian
President Bashar Assad off guard.
For a number of years, the Syrian
regime appeared the most durable
element among the constellation
of fighting forces in Syria. It seems
to have been beaten on more than
one occasion, particularly in 2011
and 2012, only to bounce back.
Today, it remains the number
one military and political force in
the country.
In reality, however, its ability has
little to do with its own endurance
and nous, and within this context a
look into the nature of the Damascus-Moscow-Tehran relationship
post-Palmyra offers an important
insight into Syria’s future.

The Palmyra campaign suggests
the Syrian Army added little in the
way of muscle. Reports say the battle was won by weeks of Russian
air strikes and surface-to-surface
rockets before ISIS militants fled
the city.
Russian jets conducted sorties
on 146 ISIS targets outside Palmyra
over just three days, according
to the Russian Defence Ministry,
despite a previously declared end
to its campaign in Syria.
According to a report by the
Institute for the Study of War,
Damascus relied on 5,000 fighters, many of whom were foreign,
moving to the Palmyra front. “The
death of a member of the Islamic
Revolutionary Guards Corps near
Palmyra on March 16th suggests

that Iran also deployed its own
ground forces to oversee its coalition of proxy forces in the operation,” it said.
It is clear that Russia’s military
input has kept Damascus afloat
but one crucial question remains:
Whose idea was it to retake Palmyra — Damascus’s or Moscow’s?
The answer to this would point
to where authority lies now and in
the future, so let’s look briefly at
the truth.
First, ISIS jihadists and their
predecessors have been useful
to Damascus to sideline and tie
up more moderate elements of
the military opposition, so why
would the Syrian government now
decide to oust ISIS from Palmyra?
Second, the regime relies on the
spread of ISIS to sell its own message to Syrians and the world that
it remains the most stabilising
force in Syria. In reality, it is quite
the opposite.
Thus, the reduction in ISIS’s
capabilities would make the Assad regime’s role less important
as a guarantor of secularism and
rights of religious minorities in
the region. This tells us that in all
probability it was Russian officials,
not Damascus, who decided to
take on ISIS.
Does this mean the Syrian regime is finished, if not now, in the
coming months or years? Absolutely not, because the Damascus
government is the strongest hand
Moscow has to play right now.
Where Bashar Assad fits in that
equation, however, is far less
clear.
Stephen Starr is an Irish journalist
who lived in Syria from 200712. He is the author of Revolt in
Syria: Eye-Witness to the Uprising
(Oxford University Press, 2012).
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Syrians hope world will help in Palmyra restoration
Khalil Hamlo

Damascus

S

yria’s Director-General of
Antiquities Maamoun Abdul Karim sighed with relief after the liberation of
the ancient city of Palmyra
from the Islamic State (ISIS) by Syrian forces and their allies. However, his confidence that the damaged site could be restored was not
shared by international experts.
“I am filled with joy. We were
expecting the worst, but the landscape of Palmyra is still very beautiful, and I can say that more than
80% of the city is still in good
shape,” Abdul Karim said.
“What we have seen [from images taken after liberation] gives
us a big hope that restoration and
rehabilitation of the archaeological
sites will be possible and not very
complicated, though it might take
several years.”

“I am very doubtful
about the capacity,
even with
international aid, of
rebuilding the site at
Palmyra.”

UNESCO expert on Syria,
Annie Sartre-Fauriat

Although drone footage and images of the city showed appalling
devastation, Abdul Karim insisted
that the damage sustained by the
UNESCO World Heritage site was
“under control and could be remedied”.
“They were mostly known to
the directorate already, as they
were inflicted by ISIS during its
10-month occupation, while no
harm was caused in the fierce fighting to recapture the city, except for
the 13th-century Fakhr-al-Din alMaani castle,” he said.

ISIS destruction of Palmyra’s
iconic antiquities, including the
2,000-year-old temples of Baalshamin and Bel, the intricately
carved Arch of Triumph — the most
famous of its ruins — in addition to
a series of tombs and artefacts in
the city’s museum, caused outrage,
with UNESCO blasting ISIS’s action
as “a war crime”.
The monumental stone blocks of
the Roman Arch of Triumph appear
to be intact and it may well be possible for conservators to eventually
re-erect it, Abdul Karim said. The
biggest challenge remains the reconstruction of the two major temples and the tombs’ tower.
Spared from ISIS’s wrath were
large parts of the Great Colonnade
that links the Temple of Bel to the
city’s West Gate, along with the
amphitheatre, which was used by
ISIS as a site of public executions.
Abdul Karim said a team of the
directorate’s archaeologists had
been dispatched to Palmyra to assess and document the extent of
ISIS’s actions.
A full evaluation would not be
completed until land mines and
explosives planted around the site
were cleared.
The scope of the damage appeared to be much bigger at the
city’s museum than at the archaeological sites. The Lion of Al-lat,
a 15-ton limestone statue at the
museum’s entrance, was among
the first victims of ISIS’s occupation. Although the directorate’s
staff had moved many artefacts to
Damascus for safe-keeping before
ISIS arrived, the floor was littered
with smashed statues and artefacts.
But Abdul Karim stressed that
“the broken and defaced statues
could also undergo restoration because they were not completely
destroyed and turned into powder,
like the statue of the lion”.
The liberation of the World Heritage site was hailed worldwide, with
UNESCO and several countries vol-

Head of the Syrian antiquities authority, Maamoun Abdul Karim, speaks in Damascus in front of a
replica of the Lion of Al-lat statue.
unteering expertise and money to
return the city known as the “bride
of the desert” to its former glory.
Russia’s State Hermitage Museum said it would aid Palmyra’s restoration work in cooperation with
UNESCO. The museum is recognised for its expertise in the restoration of St Petersburg’s landmark
buildings damaged during World
War II.
Abdul Karim said the UN agency
would have a conference in Paris
in April on the restoration of Palmyra’s antiquities. “We need to
discuss with our international partners how we are going to do it” he
said “UNESCO has to authenticate
the documentation [of damage

assessment] because the site is a
World Heritage. I believe that if we
agree on a vision and budgets are
there, we will be able to restore
matters to what they were and in
excellent shape within five years.”
However, his optimism was not
echoed by UNESCO expert on Syria, Annie Sartre-Fauriat. “I am very
doubtful about the capacity, even
with international aid, of rebuilding the site at Palmyra. When I hear
that we are going to reconstruct
the temple of Bel, that seems illusory… We are not going to rebuild
something that has been reduced
to dust,” Sartre-Fauriat told Agence
France-Presse.
Syria’s former director of antiq-

uities, Bassam Jamous, bemoaned
illegal excavations and the widescale looting of artefacts by gangs.
“We have photos of artefacts that
were looted from Palmyra and hope
international treaties protecting
cultural heritage in time of conflict
will help return all the artefacts to
their original place,” he said.
“Throughout history Palmyra experienced many conquests and invasions only to return to life afterwards. What ISIS did is no different
from the action of past invaders,”
Jamous said. “We are confident
that Palmyra will rise again with
everybody’s help because it is not a
Syrian heritage only but belongs to
the whole humanity.”

Russia’s commitment in Syria includes boots on the ground

View poi nt

John C.K. Daly

I

f there is universal condemnation of the Islamic State’s
barbarism, there is an equal
reluctance to confront it
militarily, except via air
strikes.
While the US-led coalition
against the Islamic State (ISIS) is
investing heavily in arming and
training Syrian, Kurdish, Yazidi,
Turkmen and other militant groups
and both the United States and
Britain have sent a handful of
“advisers”, there is an exception to
this reluctance to deploy boots on
the ground.
One country, Russia, has battled
ISIS in Syria by deploying, not
only air strikes, but cruise missile
launches from its warships and
elite special forces on the ground to
confront ISIS jihadists directly.
On March 23rd, Russia for the
first time said it had special forces
in combat roles in Syria, suggesting
that Moscow has been more deeply
engaged in the Syrian conflict
than it had previously acknowledged. The same day the Russian
Defence Ministry said that in five
days ending March 23rd, its aircraft
carried out 146 strikes on “terrorist
targets” in the Palmyra area.
Not unexpectedly, there have
been casualties. The day after the
Kremlin acknowledged the presence of its special forces in the

On March 23rd, Russia for
the first time said it had
special forces in combat
roles in Syria.

ISIS-linked
media
recently
said that
five Russian
special
forces were
killed near
Palmyra.

An October 2015 file picture of Russian military technicians
checking a Russian Su-34 fighter-bomber at the Hmeimim air base
in the Syrian province of Latakia.
Syrian front lines, the Interfax
news agency reported that a source
at Russia’s Hmeimim air base in
Syria’s Latakia province briefed the
media that an officer of Russian
special operations forces had been
killed near Palmyra while carrying
out a special task to direct Russian
air strikes at ISIS targets.
“The officer was carrying out a
combat task in Palmyra area for
a week, identifying crucial ISIS
targets and passing exact coordinates for strikes by Russian planes,”
the source said. “The officer died
as a hero. He drew fire onto himself
after being located and surrounded
by terrorists.”
ISIS-linked media recently said
that five Russian special forces
were killed near Palmyra, publishing pictures from their cellphones
and a video showing a bloodied
corpse. The deaths would bring
to seven the number of Russian

servicemen known to have been
killed in Syria since Moscow’s
campaign began last September.
The acknowledgement that Russian
special forces have been in ground
combat in Syria means that Russia
has committed all three elements
of its armed forces — land, air and
naval — to its campaign to support the Syrian government, while
Western efforts have been mostly
limited to air attacks on selected
insurgent groups, primarily ISIS
combat units.
Why has Russia’s military
engagement been so much more robust than that of Middle Eastern or
Western governments, which have
limited themselves until recently to
largely desultory air strikes?
Russia is assisting long-term
ally Syria combat myriad militant
groups seeking to overthrow President Bashar Assad. Unlike the West,
which for years has funded and

equipped various “democratic” Syria opposition groups in the belief
that Assad’s overthrow will usher in
a democratic Syria, Vladimir Putin’s
government has concluded that
Western interventions in the Middle East, beginning with the US-led
March 2003 invasion of Iraq, far
from leading to democracy, instead
created political chaos in which
extremism flourished.
The West subsequently pursued
similar “regime change” policies in
Libya and Syria, which have led to
further political turmoil as indigenous and foreign jihadis battle for
control.
In the Kremlin’s view, there is no
democratic opposition, only militant jihadis, who include a number
of their citizens. When briefing
reporters last October at the United
Nations, Russian Foreign Minister
Sergei Lavrov was asked which
specific groups in Syria, apart from
ISIS, Russia regards as terrorists. He
replied: “Well, if it looks like a terrorist, if it acts like a terrorist, if it
walks like a terrorist, if it fights like
a terrorist — it’s a terrorist.”
A second consideration for the
Kremlin is that many of its own citizens from its turbulent Caucasus
region have flocked to ISIS, acquiring expertise that could be repatriated, spreading terrorism across
the Russian Federation with the
potential to radicalise the country’s
population, which is 10% Muslim.
By confronting jihadis in Syria,
Russia is protecting not only itself
but the rest of the world from the
export of radical Islam, for which
the Russians deserve the world’s
gratitude.
John C.K. Daly is a
Washington-based specialist on
Russian and post-Soviet affairs.
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The battle for Mosul is a test for Iraqi Army
Ed Blanche

Beirut

T

he Iraqi government’s offensive to recapture Mosul, the most prized of the
Islamic State’s conquests
since it seized the northern city in June 2014, will likely be,
to paraphrase Winston Churchill,
long and hard. And, if the Islamic
State (ISIS) sticks to its usual tactics
of suicidal defence, extremely costly in terms of casualties.
The long-awaited push to retake
Mosul, Iraq’s second largest city
with a pre-ISIS population of about
2 million, began March 24th on a
cautious note with an operation led
by Iraqi Army units and Shia militia
fighters in Nineveh province east of
Mosul to cut off a key supply route
to the city.
The offensive, codenamed Operation Conquest, is notable because
it involves US ground forces for
the first time since the country’s
military pullout in December 2011.
In a significant shift in US policy,
which has been to avoid committing
ground forces to the war against
ISIS, the Americans have been quietly building up their military presence beyond the announced limit
of 3,870 personnel, which consists
mainly of training cadres.

Knowledgeable
sources say there are
in excess of 5,000 US
troops in Iraq.
Knowledgeable sources, however, say there are in excess of 5,000
US troops in Iraq. These include a
200-man US Marines artillery battery and a 200-strong special forces
task force with orders to kill or capture ISIS commanders and wreak
havoc behind jihadist lines.

The Pentagon has been at pains to
avoid giving any appearance of an
expansion of US operations, largely
air strikes, four years after US forces
were withdrawn. All dispositions
are described as “force protection”.
But the Americans have been
heavily involved in planning Operation Conquest and US Defense
Secretary Ashton Carter has said
the Pentagon is exploring a number of options to “accelerate” the
war against ISIS. The unfolding offensive may provide the pretext,
fuelled by congressional pressure
for action, for renewed US combat
forces in Iraq.
The Iraqi Army command said
the push began with the recapture
of four villages around Makhmour,
a town east of Mosul — with covering 155mm artillery fire from the US
Marines.
Other government forces pushed
towards the town of Qayyarah,
60km south of Mosul as part of the
strategy of isolating the ISIS stronghold and the symbol of the Islamic
caliphate it proclaimed shortly after
the city fell to its forces.
Cutting ISIS’s supply lines to Mosul — particularly those from the
jihadist-controlled sector of neighbouring Syria — is a key objective in
the initial stage of the offensive. In
this regard, Kurdish and Arab rebel
forces in Syria overran the ISIS-held
eastern town of Shaddadi in late
February, severing a major supply
link between Mosul and the Syrian city of Raqqa, the caliphate’s de
facto capital.
After months of stalemate, ISIS
is under growing pressure in Iraq
and Syria, where government forces
backed by Russian air power have
reportedly retaken the strategic ancient city of Palmyra, seized by ISIS
in May, in a series of offensives that
swung the war in favour of Syrian
President Bashar Assad’s regime.
ISIS can be expected to wage an
all-out fight to keep Mosul, its most

An Iraqi soldier takes part during a military operation on the outskirts of Makhmour, south of Mosul,
Iraq, on March 25th.
symbolically important conquest,
and possibly unleash a wave of terror attacks across the country to pin
down Iraqi forces.
“The bottom line in,” observed
Scott Stewart, an analyst with the
US-based global intelligence consultancy Stratfor, “is that even if a
militant group is losing power in
absolute terms, it can and often will
continue to pose a significant insurgent or terrorist threat… That means
it will require years of sustained effort to defeat the group militarily
in Iraq and Syria, not to mention its
franchises elsewhere in the Middle
East, Africa and South Asia.”
Operation Conquest will be a critical test for the Iraqi Army, which,

poorly led and riddled by corruption, collapsed in the face of ISIS’s
blitzkrieg in the summer of 2014
during which the jihadists overwhelmed a vastly superior government force to seize Mosul, along
with most of Nineveh and Anbar
provinces.
With American help, Iraqi Prime
Minister Haider al-Abadi’s government has struggled to rebuild the
Iraqi military, a painstaking process
that is still under way.
Iraqi government forces, heavily
supported by Kurdish peshmerga
fighters, Iranian-backed Shia militias and US air power, have notched
several successes over the last year
in a fightback that has gradually

acquired some momentum despite
deep political and sectarian divisions that still plague Iraq.
Iraqi strategists brag that their
forces will retake Mosul by the end
of the year. But US military officers
in Baghdad fear that Iraq’s fractious
military will need much longer than
that to prevail.
US and Iraqi officials estimate the
offensive will need eight to 12 brigades, about 24,000-36,000 men.
But only 3,000 have been deployed
in Makhmour — and the swelling
political crisis in Baghdad has led
Abadi to deploy units of the elite
counterterrorism force from the Euphrates river front to ensure security in the capital.

US should train Iraqi army not proxy militias

View poi nt

Riad
Kahwaji

T

he Iraqi Shia militia
known as the Popular
Mobilisation Forces
(PMF) has been a
controversial entity
that has taken over
the role of Iraqi armed forces in
defending the country against
foreign and domestic threats.
The Iraqi government of Haider
al-Abadi repeatedly praised the
PMF and underlined its important
role in combating Islamic State
(ISIS) terrorists.
However, Iraqi Sunni leaders
condemned the PMF as a sectarian
militia that committed sectarian
and ethnic cleansing in the territories that were occupied by ISIS
gunmen before they were pushed
out in joint assaults by the PMF,
Iraqi troops and the warplanes of
the US-led international alliance.
Human rights groups have
quoted Sunni residents in Ramadi
talking about PMF reprisal attacks
on neighbourhoods and terrorising civilians to force them out of
their homes. Iraqi government
officials promised to investigate
the reports but are yet to release
any clear findings.
The PMF was formed shortly
after ISIS made a huge thrust into
Iraqi territory in the summer of
2014, occupying large sections of
the country.
Arab Gulf officials supported

Iraqi Sunni leaders
condemned the Popular
Mobilisation Forces as a
sectarian militia.

Washington
has been
surprisingly
tolerant of
seeing
US-supplied
weapons
and vehicles
operated by
the PMF.

Iraqi Shia men from Popular Mobilisation Forces march in
Baghdad, last July.
Iraqi Sunni officials in branding
the PMF as an Iranian proxy group
aiming to drive the Sunni community from oil-rich areas and from
Baghdad and its peripheries.
The US position on the PMF has
been most puzzling to Arab Gulf
leaders as well as political observers.
Washington has been surprisingly tolerant of seeing US-supplied
weapons and vehicles operated by
the PMF, in clear violation of US
trade and export rules that forbid
the use of any American-supplied

hardware by any party other than
the intended end-user, which in
this case is the Iraqi armed forces.
Arms dealers who had shipped
ammunition and weapons from
the United States and other countries to Iraq spoke of shipments
being confiscated by the PMF at
Baghdad International Airport
within the sight of Iraqi officials
and with the knowledge of US diplomats at the embassy in Iraq.
US warplanes and Special Forces
have provided air and ground support for PMF units in assaults on

ISIS positions on various occasions
despite reports of sectarian cleansing committed by the militias. The
Iraqi government has been very
slow in adhering to Washington
demands to arm and train Sunni
tribal fighters to take on ISIS in
predominantly Sunni areas of the
country.
The result has been a surge in
Tehran’s influence in Iraq via the
rise and empowerment of the PMF
at the expense of all other regional
and international players, including the United States.
This brings into question Washington’s policies in the Middle
East, especially after the signing of
the nuclear deal with Tehran.
Arab Gulf states are very
suspicious of the agreement and
what Iran could get out of it and
whether its gains would be at the
expense of the Arabs. What they
see in Iraq reinforces their fears.
The Obama administration
seems to have strayed far in its
ambiguous stance towards the
PMF to an extent it is allowing the
militias to get away with violating US defence export rules under
the pretext of having an effective
fighting force against ISIS.
It would have made much more
sense for Washington to work on
training and equipping the Iraqi
armed forces in which the United
States has invested billions of
dollars to ensure Iraq will have a
national army instead of Iranianproxy militias that serve Tehran’s
agenda at the expense of Iraqi as
well as Arab and even Western
interests.
Riad Kahwaji is founder and chief
executive officer of the Institute
for Near East and Gulf Military
Analysis (INEGMA) based in Dubai
and Beirut.
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Brussels bombings

News & Analysis

Brussels bombings point to large problem for Europe
James Bruce

Beirut

W

estern Europe is
bracing for more
terrorist bloodbaths
as it reels from three
waves of Islamic
State (ISIS) attacks in France and
Belgium in 15 months that killed
about 200 people. These may not
be long in coming if reports that
jihadists have trained 400-600 operatives to wreak havoc across the
continent are true.
The Associated Press reported on
March 23rd that jihadist fighters,
largely from Western Europe, have
been given special training to be
able to operate independently, unlike earlier groups infiltrated back
to the continent from Syria and
Iraq.
These “were only given a couple
of weeks of training”, a European
security official said. “Now the
strategy has changed. Special units
have been set up. The training is
longer. And the objective appears
to no longer be killing as many people as possible but rather to have
as many terror operations as possible.”

Jihadist fighters,
largely from
Western Europe,
have been given
special training to be
able to operate
independently.
The United States, fearing that
the ISIS attacks could spread across
the Atlantic, has in recent weeks
shifted the focus of its anti-ISIS
operations in Syria, Iraq and Libya
to going after the group’s leaders,
including those directing its external operations wing, which runs
the European networks. Several of
them have been reported killed or
captured.
However, none of these successes have eliminated ISIS sleeper cells
in Europe, where intelligence and
security forces have clearly been
overwhelmed by the intensification of attacks on civilian targets
and the growing sophistication of
ISIS’s network and operations in establishing bomb-making factories
and using encrypted technology to
confound their enemies.
European security sources say

Belgium’s intelligence agency, for
instance, is believed to have 600800 personnel, including administrative employees. Of these, about
500 are supposedly assigned to
countering ISIS.
It takes six or seven people to
maintain around-the-clock surveillance, including telephone wiretapping, on one suspected militant, so
keeping track of dozens becomes
impossible, and as recent attacks
showed, many slip through the
cracks.
Government ministers admit that
mistakes have been made, particularly concerning one of the Brussels
bombers, Ibrahim el-Bakraoui, who
was expelled by Turkey in 2015 and
flagged as a suspected terrorist, yet
was able to carry out a suicide attack at Brussels Airport, killing 11
others.
Belgian Interior Minister Jan
Jambon admitted “inexcusable”
blunders by the intelligence services, and parliamentarians warned
of “structural weaknesses” in Belgium’s security apparatus.
One of the biggest problems in
Western Europe that has allowed
ISIS to establish itself so firmly is
the chronic lack of cooperation between the region’s intelligence and
security agencies. It was just such a
flaw that was one of the Americans’
critical failures that allowed alQaeda to infiltrate the United States
and carry out the unprecedented
airborne attacks of September 11th,
2001, that thrust the world into a
new and infinitely deadlier era of
terrorism.
The fault lies largely with the
governments of European states
that have not provided the funds
to create the kind of network in
which intelligence is swiftly shared
among security services and which
could have prevented ISIS carrying
out its three major attacks in Brussels and Paris in just over a year.
The sheer scale of the still-expanding jihadist threat, along with
the growing sophistication of the
ISIS operatives in planning and executing coordinated attacks, has
swamped these undermanned security services.
“It’s been clear for some time that
European governments urgently
need to give their intelligence and
law enforcement agencies better
tools to deal with the threat as it
exists today,” observed Ali Soufan,
a Lebanese-born former FBI agent
and interrogator who was deeply
involved in the war against alQaeda.

Demonstrators hold a banner in Brussels reading “Not in the name of Islam” as they gather to pay
tribute to the victims of the terror attacks, on March 25th.
“EU member states must agree
on workable rules for sharing intelligence on their own nationals,” said
Soufan, who heads his own New
York-based security consultancy.
“It’s troubling that the cell that carried out these atrocities (in Brussels) appears to be the same one
that assaulted Paris in November…
This was possible because Europe’s
borders are for the most part entirely open…
“European privacy laws too often
inhibit authorities from sharing key
information… In other words, terrorist can cross borders more easily
than information can… European
counterterrorism authorities must
configure a plan for pooling resources.”
The terrorism and the threat of
a flood of Middle Eastern refugees
breaking across Europe’s open borders — one of the European Union’s
most cherished ideals — are tearing
at European unity. “Beyond national politics and economics, the longterm impacts of the attacks will affect the very fabric of the European
Union,” the US-based global security consultancy Stratfor observed.
“Finally,” said Soufan, “governments must tackle areas that are
hotbeds of terrorism. A striking

number of the Belgians fighting
in the Middle East originate in the
inner-city Brussels district of Molenbeek”, where the mastermind of
the recent attacks, French national
Salah Abdeslam, grew up and was
apprehended. “Similar districts exist in many other European cities. St
Denis in Paris is another troubling
example.”

Belgian Interior
Minister Jan Jambon
admitted
“inexcusable”
blunders by the
intelligence
services.
Molenbeek and the neighbouring Schaerbeek districts, where the
plotters hid, are typical of the deprived quarters of Western Europe’s
cities that are largely populated by
North African immigrant families
who took them over during the industrial decline in the 1960s and
1970s.
It is clear that the overwhelming
majority of the millions of Muslims
in Europe are not involved in terrorism and do not support ISIS, but

there are members of a younger
generation who have been dangerously radicalised, many of them
while in prison serving sentences
for robbery and shooting at police.
Raheem Kassam of the Middle East
Forum likens them to “a ticking
time bomb”.
An estimated 5,000 young European Muslims have gone to Syria
to fight, mostly from Belgium and
France. That’s about one-fifth of
the foreign fighters who have joined
ISIS since 2014.
Security experts say Belgium’s
fragmented system of governance —
complicated by competing Frenchand Dutch-speaking regions with
their own police agencies and multiple layers of bureaucracy — makes
it perfect for terrorist cells to find
shelter and support among Europe’s
alienated Muslims, a phenomenon
likely to increase as states institute
ever harsher security measures and
suspend human rights in a bid to
stem the violence.
James Bruce has written
extensively on Middle Eastern
security issues for publications
such as Jane’s Intelligence Review
and Jane’s Defence Weekly. He lives
in Beirut.

Ibn Taymiyyah was behind the Brussels attacks

View poi nt

Abdeljalil
Maali

T

he terrorist attacks
that struck Brussels
Airport and Maelbeek
metro station confirm
that striking Europe is
a major part of the
Islamic State’s plans.
The latest attacks, like previous Islamic State (ISIS) actions in
Europe, raise questions beyond
the obvious immediate concerns
about intelligence shortfalls and
security preparedness. What happened in Brussels — the capital
of the European Union — raises
questions about the Islamist view
of Europe itself.
This is something that has
always been beset by confusion;
between EU laws that, in many
cases, offer asylum to Islamists
fleeing arrest in their countries of
origin, as well as poverty and
lack of opportunity, and the
disdain these same Islamists
have towards their adoptive
countries and their laws.

This is an ideology that
we must confront.

Following the Brussels attacks,
many in the Arab and Islamic
world said that Europe was reaping what it sowed, in reference
to Europe’s colonial history in
the Middle East, as well as more
recent Western interventions that
arguably contributed to the rise
of jihadism in general and ISIS in
particular. However, analyses such
as these are based on lazy thinking that seeks to excuse Muslims
from bearing their own responsibility towards the rise of religious
extremism.
Choice of modus operandi and
targets reveal that terrorists’
main objective in Europe is to
spread terror. French writer and
political scientist Gilles Kepel,
who has written extensively about
European jihadism and particularly about what he describes as
“third-generation jihadism”, has
tied this new generation of terrorists to the 2005 publication of The
Global Islamic Resistance Call by
al-Qaeda strategist Abu Musab alSuri. This so-called guide directly
calls on Muslim youth in Europe to
carry out terrorist attacks in their
adoptive countries against the
“enemies of Islam”.
The nationality or background

of these terrorists has become
a secondary issue compared to
their ideological affiliation and
beliefs. These terrorists come from
different backgrounds, grew up in
different countries. However, the
one unifying factor is that they fell
under the sway of a radical takfirist ideology that can be traced to
a combative medieval interpretation of Islam.
For example, ISIS statements
following the Paris and Brussels
attacks were littered with references to the Crusades and Crusaders, in an explicit attempt to
recall medieval sectarian imagery.
Religious extremism (whether
Islamic or Christian or Jewish) is a
complex phenomenon that aims
to grant religious justification to
political acts.
Even so, Muslims must seek to
address this religious extremism
that leads to terrorism and confront the ideological justifications
that terrorists use to rationalise
their heinous crimes. It is clear
that these jihadist groups, some
of whom are at war with others,
spring from the same ideological
well, namely the doctrinal reading
that splits the world into dar alIslam (believers) and dar al-kuffar

The
terrorist
attacks
that are
afflicting
Europe
today can
be traced
back to Ibn
Taymiyyah,
and a score
of other
pro-takfirist
scholars
and
ideologues.

(non-believers) and specialise in
takfirism or excommunicating
Muslims.
This is the lamentable heritage
of medieval Islamic scholar Ibn
Taymiyyah — a major pillar and
reference in the ideological inception of most jihadist thought today. Ibn Taymiyyah’s most famous
fatwa, which came in response to
the Mongol invasion of Syria in the
13th century, excommunicated the
Mongol Ilkhanate and made jihad
against them not just permissible
but obligatory. This is a fatwa that
terrorists today, more than 600
years later, cite to legitimise their
terrorist acts.
It is easy to hold others responsible for our ills and to postpone
accountability for our heritage and
history but this is a mistake. There
can be no solution if we continue
to refuse to even acknowledge the
problem, let alone seek to address it.
The terrorist attacks that are
afflicting Europe today can be
traced to Ibn Taymiyyah and a
score of other pro-takfirist scholars
and ideologues. This is an ideology
that we must confront.
Abdeljalil Maali is a Tunisian
writer.
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Arab world and Europe
need more cooperation
after Brussels

T

he Islamic State (ISIS) is losing ground in Syria and Iraq
but this could mean more terror and mayhem in other
parts of the Arab region and around the world.
The March 22nd blasts in Brussels, which killed at least
32 people, could be a harbinger of attacks to come.
One of the main concerns is the return of war-hardened
jihadists from Syria.
Belgium is a special case. It has sent more jihadists per capita to
Iraq and Syria than any other European country. About 150 are
believed to have returned. Any country that has trouble stopping
jihadists before they leave is likely to have a problem spotting them
when they come back. The problem is, in fact, European Unionwide. According to the Financial Times, more than 1,200 jihadists
are estimated to have returned to EU countries from Syria.
The New York-based Soufan Group says: “More important than
the total number of potential terrorists is their capabilities; those
with bomb-making skills and tactical discipline are particularly
dangerous.”
The problem is compounded by gaps in European intelligence
exchange and glitches in security coordination on a continent with
open borders.
Another problem is radicalisation of young Muslims in Europe.
Unemployment among poorly integrated Muslim communities in
urban environments such as Molenbeek in Brussels or the suburbs
of Paris creates a fertile environment for crime and radicalisation.
Molenbeek suffers from a youth unemployment rate of about 40%.
A recent French study showed that second-generation immigrants
have had fewer opportunities for economic integration than the first
generation. Cris Beauchemin, the study’s author, told Agence
France-Presse that “in socio-economic aspects where there are
barriers, such as school or employment, there is a sense of things
getting worse”.
Lack of integration increases the chances of Muslim immigrants
falling prey to radical Salafist preachers in mosques, prisons or
through the internet.
These are internal problems that Europeans will have to handle
but the Brussels attack is likely to further strain the Arab world’s
relations with the West.
Xenophobic trends in the United States and Europe will grow, as
witnessed in the US presidential campaign, especially among
Republican candidates. US President Barack Obama rightly warned
that stigmatisation of Muslims plays into the hands of jihadists
“who need a reason to recruit more people to their hateful cause”.
Right-wing politicians will continue to point to immigration as the
mother of all ills, even as war and terror drive people from their
homes.
Before the ink dried on the deal with Turkey, the European Union
was fretting over the prospect of a renewed migrant influx from
Libya as the weather improves and Libyan strife continues.
Terrorism in Europe will further discourage European tourism in
the Middle East and North Africa.
Arab and Muslim countries stand to lose more than others. A
recent Moody’s study addresses terrorism’s long-lasting effects on
economic activity. “Without terrorist events,” the study found, “the
level of investment in Iraq could have been 15.1% higher between
2008 and 2013.”
Common interests dictate closer relations between the Arab world
and the West, especially in security and intelligence exchange.
Cooperation between Morocco and France after the Paris attacks has
proved vital.
Developing a moderate narrative of Islam for European Muslim
youth could also be an area of cooperation.
Overall, the Arab world and Europe have a stake in closer cooperation. No country or individual is immune from terrorism.
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Iran’s failed designs

O

ne year after the
launch of Operation
Decisive Storm,
Iran’s belief that it
could impose a fait
accompli in Yemen
has been proven false. This
Khairallah Khairallah
military operation, led by Saudi
Arabia, achieved its main
objective of preventing Yemen
falling into the clutches of Iran.
Tehran had hoped to take
control of the Bab el Mandeb strait
that separates Yemen from the
Horn of Africa, and transform the
lengthy Saudi-Yemeni border into
an active threat to the kingdom
and the wider Arab Gulf. Yemen is
a strategic objective for Iran; from
the southern Arabian peninsula,
Tehran could launch new military
adventures, even into Africa.
The recapture of Aden, the
capital of the south, last summer
was a major turning point in the
battle against the Iran-backed
Houthis. The alliance between
the Houthis and former president
Ali Abdullah Saleh has been
overcome by bickering over
a forthcoming “cessation of
hostilities” ahead of UN-brokered
peace talks in Kuwait, with each
side seemingly believing it is in
charge of decision-making any
putative peace.
Houthi leader Abdulmalik
al-Houthi issued statements
recently seemingly downplaying
the prospects of peace but the
time has come for a negotiated
settlement to this conflict. Do the
Houthis — or Ansar Allah as they
call themselves — want to reach a
peaceful settlement or not?
So, rather than putting forward
conspiracy theories about
Saudi Arabia’s relationship with
the United States and Israel,
al-Houthi should look to the
interests of his own people
and all Yemenis and do what
is right for the country. Even
worse, al-Houthi has resorted to
conspiracy theories and antiIsraeli slogans to draw attention
from his group’s faltering progress
and the disasters of the
Houthi power-grabbing
There will be a place campaign, which has
further impoverished the
for everybody in a
region’s poorest country.
What Yemen needs is a
new Yemen,
reality check rather than
including the
talk about conspiracy
theories and false concern
Houthis.
about the Palestinian
cause. Yemen needs a
political solution and a
new political formula that
better protects the country and its
people, most of whom live below
the poverty line.

Operation Decisive Storm was
not just a military operation;
it was also a political one. This
sought to confirm that Arab
interests must not, and cannot,
be ignored in Yemen and that
Iranian claims over the control
of Arab capitals — Baghdad,
Damascus, Beirut and Sana’a —
are premature.
Even if the two sides reach
a peace agreement in Kuwait,
Yemen will still face many
challenges. At the same time,
all sides must understand that
Operation Decisive Storm will
not stop until there is a political
solution that ensures Yemen does
not become an Iranian colony that
can be used as a launch pad to
threaten Saudi Arabia and other
Arab Gulf countries.

Tehran had
hoped to take
control of the
Bab el Mandeb
strait that
separates Yemen
from the Horn of
Africa.
There will be a place for
everybody in a new Yemen,
including the Houthis, who have
faced historic injustice since the
establishment of the republic in
1962. Still, this does not justify
Ansar Allah seeking to carry out a
coup and take control of the entire
country or give that control to a
foreign power.
Any political solution must
take all components of Yemeni
society into account but, at the
same time, do what is right for
the Yemeni people as a whole.
Everybody must acknowledge the
new reality in the country, from
the deep divisions that split the
Yemeni people to the proliferation
of al-Qaeda.
The solution lies in every
Yemeni political party and tribal
force taking up its role in power
according to its actual strength
and representation on the ground,
without seeking to dominate the
others and monopolise power. The
solution lies in Yemenis working
together to serve the interests of
all.
Khairallah Khairallah is a
Lebanese writer. The commentary
was translated and adapted
from the Arabic. It was originally
published in the London-based Al
Arab newspaper.
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The debate about ISIS is far from over

T

he Islamic State (ISIS)
is facing a number of
serious defeats on
multiple fronts. The
last few weeks have
been particularly
taxing on the group’s short,
Claude Salhani
tumultuous and violent history, it
having lost territory and some of
its top leadership.
On the military front, the group
is said to have lost as much as 22%
of its territory in what amounts to
strategic defeats in both Syria and
Iraq. Russian and US air support
have contributed much towards
weakening Islamist forces on the
ground.
This loss of territory is going to
hurt ISIS in more than one way.
Loss of territory means loss of
population that can be taxed. That
translates to loss of revenue, which
is badly needed to cover the costs
of war. With the price of a barrel
of oil at near record lows and ISIS
forced to trade on the black market
at nearly 50% below the official
market price, there would be far
less revenue at a crucial time in its
existence.
Loss of population also means
fewer people it can draft to fight
for the group. One should not
rule out the psychological effect
defeats have on the movement
and its recruiting powers overseas.
As long as ISIS was expanding,
claiming victory after victory,
using its strong propaganda arm to
help draft recruits in Europe and
elsewhere, the Islamist group
had no trouble attracting
Loss of territory is fighters. Now, with defeat
following defeat, its recruiting
going to hurt ISIS
power will surely begin to
fade.
in more than one
Additionally, until recently,
way.
ISIS used to count on support
from Turkey through which
recruits and supplies could
reach its forces fighting
Syria and Iraq. That, too, has
changed. Turkey seems persuaded,
perhaps through more European
Union promises of membership, to
cut off supply routes and prevent

A billboard erected by ISIS fighters in Palmyra before they fled the city after its recapture by Syrian
loyalist troops.
militants going to fight with ISIS in
Syria or Iraq.
Given these new realities, the
Islamists may find it the time for
them to reflect on where they go
from here. ISIS’s big mistake was
precisely the one al-Qaeda wanted
to avoid — that of attaching itself
to a physical address where it can
become vulnerable.
Going counter to the original
group’s modus operandi, ISIS’s
self-declared caliph established
a physical state. Rather than
transcending geographic territory
and remaining a somewhat utopic
state as al-Qaeda’s founder Osama
bin Laden had done.
When the United States invaded
Afghanistan, al-Qaeda was able to
move on. ISIS’s mistake was to give
itself a physical territory where
it could be confronted and quite
possibly defeated.
So where to go from here and

how to go about doing it?
There are no doubt dozens of
sleeper agents have infiltrated
European countries and are
waiting for the right moment to
strike, as they have done in Paris
and Brussels.
The challenge facing the radical
Islamists today is whether to stay
and continue the fight in Syria and
Iraq, given that their chances of
victory are dimming by the day, or
change directions and strategy and
focus on striking at Europe.
The great challenge facing
Europeans is how to secure
the European Union, an entity
established on the basis of
democratic ideas, the free
movement of people and freight in
an open society with open borders
and free travel for its residents and
citizens.
But with the current threats
of terrorist attacks, it becomes

very difficult to reconcile the two
philosophies — one of openness
and freedom of movement but
another of insecurity in the face of
ruthless killers.
It seems the European Union is
trapped in a “damned if you do,
damned if you don’t” situation.
Securing the union to become
somewhat of a police state is going
counter to the ideas of what the EU
founding fathers had in mind.
Blueprints of the European
Union were imagined in a violencefree society. With violence
knocking at the door from both
within and outside the union,
Europeans are taking a different
look at their structure and at their
security. Stay tuned; this debate is
far from over.
Claude Salhani is the Opinion
editor of The Arab Weekly. Follow
him on Twitter @Claudesalhani.

Europe should study the Saudis’ example in fighting terror

T

he terrorist attacks in
Brussels should serve
as a message to the
governments of
Western Europe even
more than the
outrages in Paris last November
Martin Sieff
to shake up their security
services and get their houses in
order.
The highly successful Saudi
example of combating al-Qaeda
and related extremists teaches
many lessons that the Europeans
desperately need to emulate.
First, that the March 22nd
attacks targeted Brussels is
of enormous importance:
The terrorists humiliated the
European Union and NATO in
their host city. Multinational
organisations cannot combat
international terrorism effectively.
Strong national governments
working in close cooperation with
each other are needed to do that.
Saudi Arabia’s experience,
starting with the response to the
Riyadh compound bombings
in 2003, shows that given
sufficient national will borders
can be defended and terrorist
organisations can be stopped in
their tracks.
In the five years
after the Riyadh
The Saudis showed
compound attacks, as I
exceptional skill in
document in my book
The Politically Incorrect
penetrating AQIA
Guide to the Middle
East (2008), to be
cells.
appointed operational
head of al-Qaeda in
Arabia (AQIA) was a
literal death sentence. The Saudi
security forces routinely hunted
down and killed about half a
dozen such commanders in rapid
succession. They proved that

A member of the Saudi security forces stands guard in front of the
logo of the Saudi-led Islamic Military Counterterrorism Coalition
during a meeting for the coalition’s chiefs of staff in Riyadh, on
March 27th.
repeated decapitation of terrorist
leaderships, combined with other
efforts, can and does work.
Second, the Saudis showed
exceptional skill in penetrating
AQIA cells and, by using the
intelligence gained and reacting
quickly, were able to thwart
attacks.
Third, national security
services in the West need to
learn to respect their opposite
numbers far more in Muslim
countries as well as elsewhere.
All the talk about international
cooperation is hollow hypocrisy if
key officials involved are so filled
with religious and racial prejudice
against Saudis, Turks, Egyptians,
Jordanians and even Russians
that they do not respect the

people sharing the information
and fail to act on warnings.
We now know that Turkey’s
security services had warned the
Belgians about the perpetrators of
the Brussels attacks but no action
was taken.
Similarly, in the 2003-05 period,
Saudi security services and
diplomats repeatedly warned the
British government of Tony Blair
about the extremist preachers
they were complacently allowing
to operate before the 7/7 London
attacks in 2005.
Also, the Russians wanted to
extradite the Tsarnaev brothers
from the United States but their
request was shrugged off, leaving
Tamerlan and Dzhokhar Tsarnaev
free to perpetrate the Boston

Marathon attack in 2013.
Fourth, Saudi Arabia has
invested considerable resources in
increasing its land border security
forces and defences. The need
for this was recognised when it
became clear that US policies in
Iraq following the 2003 invasion
were generating increased chaos
in that unfortunate country,
giving jihadist groups a chance to
establish themselves on a scale
they had never managed before.
We have since seen the same
phenomenon in Syria and Iraq.
Fifth, and crucially, the Western
European countries need to boost
their efforts to absorb and work
with the vast majority of Muslim
immigrants in their countries.
US Democratic presidential
candidate Hillary Clinton rightly
pointed out in a speech in
California on March 23rd, the day
after the Brussels attacks, that
the New York Police Department
has 1,000 Muslim officers and
that Muslim communities in
Western countries when engaged
constructively provide the first,
best line of defence and early
warning against terrorists.
This is a reality the British
security services in particular
have clearly recognised since the
7/7 attacks nearly 11 years ago.
There is never going to be any
perfect defence against terrorist
attacks in any modern country but
applying these five vital lessons
from the Saudi example would
help enormously.
Martin Sieff is the author of Cycles
of Change, a study of US politics
from Thomas Jefferson to Barack
Obama, and Gathering Storm,
both published in Amazon-Kindle
e-book format, 2015.
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Ceasefire and diplomatic talks announced for Yemen
Mohammed Alkhereiji

London

A

prisoner exchange has
been conducted ahead
of the scheduled April
10th cessation of hostilities in the war in Yemen
and warring factions have agreed
to UN-sponsored talks in Kuwait a
week later.
The Iran-allied Houthi rebels,
who control Sana’a, completed a
prisoner swap with Saudi Arabia on
March 27th, releasing nine Saudis
in exchange for 109 Yemenis.
The move is “a sign of Saudi
goodwill” before the Kuwait negotiations, Andreas Krieg of the
Department of Defence Studies at
King’s College told Agence FrancePresse, adding that it indicated a
willingness of both sides “to make
compromises to bring these talks to
a successful end”.
However, the fate of former president Ali Abdullah Saleh hangs over
the peace talks and was evident a
day before the prisoner swap at a
rally in Sana’a to mark the first anniversary of the start of the war.

“This is really our
last chance. The war
in Yemen must be
brought to an end.”
UN Envoy
Ismail Ould Cheikh Ahmed
The rally, which the Houthis
banned their members and supporters from attending, saw Saleh
give what analysts described as a
rambling, incoherent speech. He
blasted the Saudi-led coalition and
the United Nations but also called
for direct talks with Riyadh.
Yemeni analysts saw this as an
attempt by Saleh to build political

capital ahead of the Kuwait talks.
“I expected the Saleh rally to
generate large numbers, particularly from tribes around the outskirts
of Sana’a, however these ‘popular’ rallies weren’t helpful to him
in 2011 and won’t be today,” analyst Abdullah Ismail told The Arab
Weekly, adding that public rallies
are a part of Saleh’s repertoire,
which includes short-term deal
brokering and utilising of money to
gain political clout.

“‘Popular’ rallies
weren’t helpful to
Saleh in 2011 and
won’t be today.”
Analyst Abdullah Ismail
“That doesn’t change that truth
on the ground that he has been
isolated from the talks between
the Houthis and the coalition,” he
added.
Despite the former Yemeni president’s bravado, reports surfaced
that Russia and Oman are mediating with the Yemeni government
to secure Saleh’s and his family’s
departure.
According to US geopolitical intelligence firm Stratfor, Oman did
not want to host Saleh in 2012 but
now providing refuge to the former president would help the internationally recognised Yemeni
government. Russia could also take
Saleh in.
The Saudi-funded London-based
Asharq Al-Awsat newspaper quoted an unnamed Yemeni minister as
saying the mediation aims at securing Saleh’s departure with a guarantee of immunity; in return his
guards would lay down their weapons and hand over Sana’a without
further confrontations.
The United Nations plans to form
a committee that includes promi-

Yemeni President Abd Rabbo Mansour Hadi (L) and Emir of Kuwait Sheikh Sabah al-Ahmad al-Jaber
al-Sabah during a welcoming ceremony at Kuwait international airport on March 15th.
nent Yemenis to monitor the ceasefire. It has requested both warring
factions to draft a “concept paper”
concerning key negotiation points.
“This is really our last chance,”
UN Envoy Ismail Ould Cheikh
Ahmed said. “The war in Yemen
must be brought to an end.”

The announcement of talks
comes as militants, mainly al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula and
an Islamic State (ISIS) offshoot,
exploited the fighting and made
gains on the ground in Yemen.
The Pentagon on March 22nd announced that a US drone strike on a

terrorist camp had “removed from
the battlefield” dozens of al-Qaeda
fighters in Yemen’s Hadramawt
governorate. Local officials put the
death toll as high as 50.

Oxfam country director in Yemen.
Yemen’s economic ills began before fighting began a year ago, experts say, blaming conditions on
poor government management and
corruption.
Warring parties exchange accusations for putting the economy
near collapse. Yemeni President
Abd Rabbo Mansour Hadi and his
Riyadh-based government blame
Iran-backed Houthi rebels and militants supporting former president
Ali Abdullah Saleh, who was forced
to resign in 2012 after a popular uprising. The rebels say coalition air
strikes are to blame.
The Houthis say they overthrew

Hadi to reverse price reforms initiated in 2014, increasing the price
of oil products 70%. Hadi says their
actual plan was to establish a proIranian government in Yemen.
The reality is that the economic
ills date to Saleh’s 33-year despotic
rule, said Mohammed Afandi, head
of the Yemeni Centre for Strategic
Studies. “Saleh and his General People’s Congress and supporters took
most government positions and
revenues,” he said. “There was no
minimum governance.”
Pointing out that Yemen’s decades-long tribal and political conflicts, especially between 2000 and
the 2011 revolution, contributed to
the country’s economic ills, Afandi
said the country relied too heavily
on aid from the United States and
Saudi Arabia instead of initiating
reforms.
Under a Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) initiative, Saleh resigned
in 2011 in return for judicial immunity for himself and hundreds
of family members, relatives and
supporters. Despite that, economic
deterioration continued and the
heavy losses inflicted by coalition
air strikes led to a severe drop in
government revenues.

monitor finances. “Much corruption was contained,” he said.
Yemen, a small producer of crude
oil, has suffered a strangling shortage in oil products since the war
made it difficult for suppliers to
reach sales outlets. This led to a
sharp jump in the prices of oil products and a consequent hike in the
prices of food. The Houthis accused
the Saudi-led coalition of trying to
hurt the economy to turn Yemenis
against them.
Since the war started, the coalition intended to weaken the Yemeni riyal, said Ahmad el-Tayyar, a
financial analyst. “They cause the
hike in oil prices, expanded the
black market and dumped Yemen’s
markets with unnecessary GCC
goods to pump foreign currencies
out of the country,” he said. Finance Ministry Director-General
Ahmad Mohammad Hijir supported
this view.
However, the Houthis’ decision
to liberate the oil-product market came at the wrong time, said
economist Mohammad Said, adding: “Yemen already suffers from a
shortage in foreign currencies and
oil imports worsened this shortage.”
According to a government report, state revenues dropped 53.7%
in 2015 compared to 2014. Economist Nabil el-Tayri said Yemen’s
economy shrank 34.7% over the period and estimated economic losses
at $75 billion.
In February, the central bank
stopped guaranteeing foreign exchange rates for sugar importers
and is believed to be planning to do
the same for rice and wheat. Financial instability worries importers,
who may abstain from importing
food, Oxfam said, warning of further hikes in food prices.

Yemen’s economy a victim of war
Mohamad Abul-Qassem

Sana’a

C

hicken is on the dinner table for Ibrahim el-Tayyar’s
family only four times a
month compared to three
times a week a year ago.
The family is far from alone in having trouble affording meals as they
used to in war-torn Yemen, where
prices of food have jumped an average of 40% since the start of the
war.
Tayyar, a father of three who
makes $215 working for the govern-

ment, said he can no longer meet
his family’s needs. The entire economy in Yemen has been adversely
affected by the year-old fight pitting a Saudi-led coalition against
Iran-supported Houthi rebels.
An Oxfam survey found that twothirds of Yemen’s families borrow
money to buy food, although, due
to growing defaults, it is becoming
harder to find lenders. The study
warned that poorer Yemenis would
not be able to cope with the situation for much longer.
Nearly 14.4 million Yemenis
— more than half the country’s
population — do not eat enough,
said Sajjad Mohammad Sajid,

Prices of food have
jumped an average
of 40% since the
start of the war.

A worker transports food aid outside a food distribution centre for poor families in Sana’a in this
March 17, 2016 file photo.

However, government finances in
Houthi-controlled Sana’a remained
intact as have many business and
institutions.
Ahmad Zibara of Yemen’s Central
Supervision Agency said the Houthis realised when they captured
Sana’a in September 2014 that they
would be held responsible for any
mismanagement and embezzlement of public funds so they put
representatives of their revolutionary commissions in key posts to

Mohammed Alkhereiji is the
Gulf editor of The Arab Weekly.

Mohamad Abul-Qassem, a
pseudonym used for security
reasons, is a reporter based in
Sana’a.
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Regional tensions flare over Western Sahara
Lamine Ghanmi

Tunis

M

orocco’s diplomatic
showdown with Algeria-backed Polisario
over Western Sahara
status flared up ahead
of UN Security Council deliberations over Africa’s oldest conflict.
Ramping up a dispute with UN
Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon,
Rabat ordered the United Nations
to pull 84 members of its peacekeeping mission in the territory and
close a military liaison office there.
Morocco accused Ban of siding
with Polisario when he used the
term “occupation” as he toured the
region in early March.
Ban had initially sought a display of support from the Security
Council for his position but he backpedalled when he found himself
isolated amid diplomatic backing
for Rabat abroad after thousands of
Moroccans took to the streets to denounce him.

Morocco has shown
no signs of relenting
on its stance that the
territory is its.
“We regret the misunderstandings and consequences that this personal expression of solicitude provoked,” UN spokesman Stephane
Dujarric said.
The Moroccan move effectively
crippled the work of the mission
that was helping keep a lid on the
dispute for 25 years by giving at
least a pretext for hope to resolve
the conflict peacefully.
In the first show of its support
to the Polisario since the dispute
erupted 40 years ago, Algeria announced its armed forces’ chief
Ahmed Gaid Salah, Prime Minister

Abdelmalek Sellal, Foreign Minister
Ramtane Lamamra and junior foreign minister Abdelkader Amsahel
met with Polisario’s leaders regarding Morocco’s action.
“The meeting has a two-fold message that… Algeria remains a power
to reckon with in the region’s security balance,” wrote Algeria’s main
Arabic-language daily El Khabar,
adding the “gathering represented
messages of political warning to
Morocco”.
The opposite moves were transforming Western Sahara conflict
from a sensitive but dormant issue
into a new pressing problem for the
Maghreb — a region already reeling
from jihadist violence and under
pressure from Libya’s chaos and expansion of Islamic State (ISIS) and
al-Qaeda affiliates.
“Morocco’s recent action brought
the conflict to square one… if such
move goes untackled the Polisario
would be forced to resume armed
struggle,” the Polisario said ahead of
the meeting with Algerian officials.
Observers in the region pointed
to the military parade February
26th during the 40th anniversary
of the Polisario in which a new battery of missiles and new tanks were
displayed. Morocco has shown no
signs of relenting on its stance that
the territory is its. Experts said
there’s little hope that the UN-proposed referendum will take place.
“I don’t think it’s possible,” said
Jacob Mundy, assistant professor
of peace and conflict studies at Colgate University in New York. “The
Moroccans are so economically entrenched in the territory.”
Rabat had shown that it was ready
for any sacrifice to back its stance in
the dispute. It clashed with Sweden
when Stockholm floated the idea to
recognise Western Sahara as an independent state in 2015. Moroccan
authorities blocked the opening of
Ikea’s first store in the kingdom as
part of putting pressures on Swe-

A November 2015 file picture shows Moroccans waving their national flag in the street of Laayoune,
the capital of disputed territories of the Western Sahara.
den, which eventually dropped its
recognition plan.
In February, Morocco temporarily suspended contact with European Union institutions over a court
ruling invalidating the bloc’s farm
trade accord with Rabat and saying
it should exclude the disputed territory of Western Sahara.
“Morocco cannot accept to be
treated as a subject of a judicial process and to be buffeted between European institutions,” the Moroccan
government said.
An EU court in February 2012
ordered a trade pact between the
European Union and Morocco
annulled, saying the agreement
shouldn’t apply to Western Sahara.
The case brought by the Polisario Front threatens a deal that had

expanded duty-free status to dozens of Moroccan agricultural and
fisheries products imported to the
European Union. EU-Moroccan
farm trade in 2015 amounted to $4.6
billion. Officials said the verdict
should have no immediate effect on
trade between the two sides, which
totalled $32.8 billion in 2015. The
European Union has several weeks
to appeal the ruling.
The tensions led Moroccan commentators to suggest Rabat should
take the cue from Russia when it
annexed Crimea from Ukraine.
“It is right that Morocco does not
have the military and economic resources of a big power but it does
have the regional power to wield
against its rival,” said political commentator Sabri Alhou.

Helping Tunisia will help Europe

View poi nt

Radhi Meddeb

T

he 2011 Tunisia
revolution was rooted
in three unmet
expectations: more
political openness,
improved social
conditions and greater economic
opportunity.
During the past five years, Tunisia has successfully addressed
the first expectation by agreeing
to a consensual constitution that
preserves women’s rights and
introduces broad new liberties,
including freedom of expression,
assembly, worship or belief.
But what has been accomplished
in meeting the two other expectations?
Consider some disturbing facts:
— Before 2011, the percentage of
Tunisians living below the poverty
line was said to be about 4%. Immediately after the revolution, it
was found to be around 18%.
— Despite literacy programmes
that began in the early years of
independence, 18.5% of Tunisia’s
population is illiterate.
— The unemployment rate went
from 13% in 2011 to 18% in 2013
and is still 15.6%. The rate among
young university graduates has
been around 30%. In the interior
regions, unemployment rose to as
high as 40%.
— The economy at the time of
the revolution was able to provide
only 60,000 new jobs a year, even

In short, nothing has been
done since 2011 to fulfill
the social and economic
expectations.

at a 4% growth rate. The annual
demand for jobs, however, was
around 90,000. About 90% of new
job seekers were university graduates while the economy was based
on outsourcing, low-wage levels
and low added-value sectors.
The Tunisian revolution was
dubbed the Facebook revolution
because the use of the internet and
social media by young Tunisians
made the world an immediate witness to the uprising.
Yet after the revolution, the
percentage of Tunisian households
with a home computer was no
more than 15%, ranging from 25%
in greater Tunis to 3% for westcentral Tunisia, the soft underbelly
of the country.
In short, nothing has been done
since 2011 to fulfil the social and
economic expectations. On the
contrary, the economic and social
situation has deteriorated and people feel more nervous, impatient
and angry.
Tunisia’s investment rate fell
from 24% of gross domestic
product (GDP) before the revolution to less than 15% today and has
dropped in all areas: public, private, domestic and foreign. Public
investment, which was 10% of GDP
in 2011, is now less than 4%.
Direct foreign investment fell
from 3.4% of GDP to less than 2.2%.
Tunisia’s fiscal deficit has widened
from -1% in 2010 to -4.8% in 2015
and public debt rose from 40% in
2010 to 52% at the end of 2015.
Political instability, economic
uncertainty, lack of vision and the
absence of effective economic and
social programmes are creating a
lack of confidence in the country.
Given the government’s shortage of resources, the only way to
deal with the current situation is to
pursue Private-Public Partnerships
(PPP). In 2015 Tunisia adopted a
PPP framework law but it is neither

sufficient nor necessary. What is
needed is the conviction among
decision makers that such partnerships are a necessity and the only
way to meet economic needs.
Tunisia’s needs over the next ten
years are huge and above its current capacities. To answer the coming demand of 1.5 million new jobs
will require $45 billion of investment. Infrastructure needs require
an equivalent level of investment.
This amount is beyond Tunisia’s
financial and management possibilities.
In the face of such huge needs,
how has the international community proposed to assist Tunisia?
Europe, Tunisia’s closest and
traditional partner, is offering to
negotiate a new free trade agreement: complete and thorough.
But even if Tunisia does not have
a credible alternative to such an
agreement, it is inadequate and
inappropriate for the current situation, which is no longer “business

Tunisia and
Europe need
to radically
change the
mindset
governing
their
relations.

Tunisian President Beji Caid Essebsi (R) greets
European Parliament President Martin Schulz
at the Carthage Palace in Tunis, last February.

As the balance of world powers
stands, only detente between Algeria and Morocco can bring an end to
the conflict.
The European Union as a bloc is
focusing on humanitarian aid in
Western Sahara. Spain promotes
dialogue with Rabat to fight illegal
migration and terrorism, sacrificing
the support for the front.
France has always sided with Morocco, its historical ally, while the
United States seems neutral as it
needs both Morocco and Algeria to
stem the growth of jihadist Islam in
the region.
Lamine Ghanmi is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Tunis. He has
reported on North Africa for
decades.

as usual”.
Tunisia and Europe need to radically change the mindset governing
their relations.
Peace, wealth and inclusive
development in Tunisia are a global
good. The responsibility to implement them is no longer Tunisia’s
alone. The lack of peace or wealth
in Tunisia will immediately impact
not only other Maghreb countries,
but also Europe and, more specifically, south European countries.
Europe first saw an influx of
illegal migrants from Tunisia and
Libya to Lampedusa in 2011. However, that was nothing compared to
the recent influx from the Middle
East, which is shaking Europe at its
institutional foundations. But even
the current influx will seem small
compared to what we could see
if the Islamic State (ISIS) expands
into the Maghreb. Tunisia is a small
country. Its needs are small and
Europe is capable of helping.
However, Europe must move
from a “too little, too late” kind
of approach to a more proactive
attitude.
We must understand our common destiny. The recent terrorist
attacks in Brussels, Grand Bassam,
Bamako and Ben Guerdane clearly
demonstrate that peace and wealth
are global issues that demand
global answers.
Tunisia’s financial needs for the
next ten years are approximately
$89 billion. For Tunisia alone, it is
impossible to provide. For Europe,
it is doable. It requires only political will.
Radhi Meddeb is founder and
chief executive officer of COMETE
Engineering, an Arab/Sub-Saharan
consulting firm. He is also the
president of the Mediterranean
World Economic Forecast Institute,
(IPEMED), an independent
Euro-Mediterranean think-tank.
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Crackdown on jihadists after Jordan foiled ISIS plot
Jamal J. Halaby

Amman

J

ordanian authorities have
rounded up dozens of suspected jihadists as an investigation continues into a stymied plot hatched by Islamic
State (ISIS) militants to destabilise
the pro-US Hashemite kingdom.
The crackdown on jihadists is
meant to ensure that police do not
miss anything in their search for
more possible ISIS sleeper cells in
Jordan, which has often been targeted by militants for its moderate
stance on regional issues, its alliance with the United States and
peace treaty with Israel.
For Jordan, ISIS is an enemy with
Jordanian blood on its hands, having burned alive in a cage a Royal
Jordanian Air Force pilot in January 2015 after his plane was downed
over Syria. Jordanian King Abdullah
II vowed to avenge the grisly killing.

A Jordanian security
official said more
than 260 jihadists
had been rounded
up for questioning
since the cell was
uncovered.
ISIS controls parts of neighbouring Syria to the north and Iraq to the
east. Other militant groups, such as
al-Qaeda-linked al-Nusra Front operate close to the Jordanian border
in Syria.
Thwarting the terror plot on
March 1st, reportedly hours before
the jihadists were to have struck,
was another triumph for Jordan’s
US-trained and -equipped special
forces.
While the subsequent clampdown is widely seen as a pre-emptive move to root out any remaining
sleeper cells , security experts insist
it bears deeper signals.

“It instils fear so that some hiding
militants may come forward to tipoff,” retired army general Qassem
al-Hamad said. “It is also a display
of power and the competence of
Jordan’s top-notch security forces
telling ISIS that not all birds are edible.”

It is estimated 2,000
Jordanians went to
fight in Syria.
Jordan said a 20-member ISIS
cell, including some non-Jordanians, had planned to carry out terror
attacks. Jordanian intelligence said
the jihadists had large stockpiles of
machine guns and that some wore
explosive belts.
A Jordanian security official said
more than 260 jihadists had been
rounded up for questioning since
the cell was uncovered.
“I can’t give an exact number because many were questioned and
released, while some are still being questioned or are suspected of
links to other militants, such as alNusra,” the official said, speaking
on condition of anonymity because
he was not allowed to make press
statements.
He declined to disclose information on the investigation of the detained militants, pointing to a gag
order imposed by Jordan’s military
attorney-general. However, the official insisted that details would
be released “within weeks, if not
days”.
He said members of the ISIS cell
would be charged publicly and put
on trial in Jordan’s military State
Security Court. If convicted of terror conspiracy, they could face the
death penalty.
The March 1st arrest was preceded by two crackdowns on armed
groups in northern Jordan in late
February, which officials said included suspected ISIS and al-Nusra
jihadists.
The crackdowns came after a Jor-

Officers of the Jordanian public security department stand guard in the northern city of Irbid,
Jordan, on March 2nd.
danian grabbed the microphone
from a preacher addressing a Friday
sermon and called on fellow worshippers to join ISIS. The mid-February incident at a mosque in Irbid,
Jordan’s second largest city, ended
when the man poured fuel on his
body and set himself on fire outside
the mosque.
Initially, police said it was an isolated incident that involved a man
who had died of burns, but later officials said the man was alive and
hospitalised with first- and thirddegree burns and that he was being
questioned.
It was not clear whether that
incident led to the police action

against the group of 20 suspected
ISIS jihadists, which investigators
previously said included experienced Jordanian fighters who had
returned from fighting in Syria and
Iraq.
The March 1st operation involved
storm
ing an abandoned four-storey, white-limestone building with
armed militants inside. Police said
the explosives were enough to destroy the neighbour
hood on the
edge of Irbid camp for Palestinian
refugees, where at least 2,000 people live.
A Jordanian military captain and
seven ISIS militants were killed in
more than ten hours of gun battles.

Thirteen ISIS jihadists were taken
into police custody.
ISIS has followers in Jordan, al
though government officials stress
they are only sympathisers and
any actual jihadists are fighting in
Iraq and Syria. It is estimated 2,000
Jordanians went to fight in Syria. At
least 300-400 joined ISIS and half of
them have been killed in clashes.
Government officials would only
say the investigation will determine
a motive, how such large weapons
stockpiles were purchased or smuggled into Jordan and whether this
was an isolated incident or one of a
series and what message was being
sent to the government.

Jordan on collision course with jihadists

View poi nt

Oraib
al-Rantawi

R

esearchers could not
agree on one description to define relations between
Jordan’s political
establishment and
the country’s jihadist Salafist
movement due to the complex
nature of the ties.
The first signs of jihadist
Salafism in Jordan surfaced
in 1994 when the government
revealed the existence of a
clandestine political movement
called Bey’at al-Imam and two of
its main leading figures — theorist Isam al-Barqawi (aka AbuMohammed al-Maqdisi) and his
disciple Ahmad Fadel al-Khalayleh — were imprisoned. Khalayleh
became infamous as an actionoriented and charismatic leader in
the movement under the name of
Abu Musab al-Zarqawi before being killed by a US air strike in Iraq.
No precise information about
the size of the jihadist Salafist
movement in Jordan exists. Most
estimates set the number of its
members at 5,000-7,000, about
2,000 of whom joined the ranks
of al-Nusra Front and the Islamic
State (ISIS) in Syria and Iraq.
The movement finds a wider
base in Salafist ideology, which is
more widespread and influential

Jordan will need several
years to discover the
effects of Salafist trends
on its society and culture.

in Jordanian society, with its different schools of thought and orientations such as the traditionalist
school, the reformist school and
the action-oriented school. A map
showing the spread of Salafism
in Jordan would easily include all
districts in the kingdom, with particular concentrations in poorer
neighbourhoods of cities such as
Amman, Irbid and Az-Zarqa, plus
additional zones around Maan,
As-Salat and Al-Mafraq.
Even though a number of the
international leaders and figures
of jihadist Salafism are Jordanian,
the various phases of the movement’s development in Jordan
remain tied to events in the wider
region.
During the 1970s, jihadist
Salafism and Wahhabi Salafism
received a financial and moral
boost from the liberation of oil
prices and the Iranian revolution. Then came the period of the
internationally backed jihad in
Afghanistan, followed by the US
invasion of Iraq and the creation
of al-Qaeda in Iraq, until reaching
the “Arab spring” and the onset of
the Syrian crisis.
The culmination of this last
phase is marked by the Islamic
State’s appearance as the latest
“version” of the jihadist organisations and certainly the most
extreme and bloodiest.
Jordan used three different
approaches in dealing with the
Salafist movement.
The first was an iron-fist policy
against all those who represent a
direct threat to its security, inside
the country or abroad. It was in
this context that Jordan provided
US officials with intelligence information that led to the death of

Jordan’s King Abdullah II speaks to
military personnel as he attends a military
demonstration at a Joint Training Centre
outside the city of Az-Zarqa, north-east of
Amman, on March 10th.
Zarqawi and rounded up many of
the movement’s leaders following
violent confrontations with jihadi
Salafists in Az-Zarqa in April 2011.
The last security operation against
the movement took place this
month in the form of a pre-emptive strike against the ISIS-linked
Irbid cell.
Under the second approach
— the cohabitation policy — the
movement commits not to harm

The recent
operation
against the
Irbid cell
represents
a turning
point.

Jordan’s security and stability
while tribes in some regions play
a role in deterring their followers
and containing their activities.
The third approach — the soft
containment policy — targets nonviolent Salafist schools of thought,
with the possibility of using their
growing influence to create a serious competitor to the ambitious
Muslim Brotherhood and confronting growing Iranian influence
in the region.
Jordan will need several years
to discover the effects of Salafist
trends on its society and culture.
It will then realise the damage
caused by these movements to
the country’s spiritual, political
and social fabric. Extremism and
arrogance are the major challenges
facing the Jordanian state and
society, coupled with a deepening socio-economic crisis that
threatens the country’s security
and stability.
The recent operation against
the Irbid cell represents a turning point. Relations between the
regime and the Salafist movement moved from cohabitation to
confrontation and are expected to
worsen in light of the existential
threat facing the movement’s alNusra Front and ISIS as a result of
harsh air and ground operations,
the ongoing political process
in both countries and Jordan’s
increasing involvement in the war
against terrorism.
Jordan will once again have to
be ready — perhaps soon — to deal
with those returning from Syria
and Iraq.
Oraib al-Rantawi is a Jordanian
analyst and an expert in security
and strategic affairs.
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Arson increases sense of Palestinian anxiety
Malak Hasan

Nablus

W

rapped in a woollen blanket in the
corner of her inlaws’ living room,
21-year-old
Yaqin
Dawabsheh struggled to recall the
details of the horrific night when
she survived an arson attack that
could have killed her and her husband, Ibrahim, 24, the key witness
in last summer’s arson-murder in
Duma.
“We are burning! Get up!” were
the words Yaqin woke up to as Ibrahim tried to save her. The March
20th incident followed a July
31st, 2015, attack in which Jewish
settlers sneaked into Duma and
torched a house with a family of
four sleeping inside.

Adding to the
troubles of Duma
residents is a general
sense of
vulnerability that
they are alone with
nobody to protect
them.
In the first arson attack,
18-month-old Ali Dawabsheh was
killed and his parents, Saad and
Reham Dawabsheh, later died from
burns that covered 80-90% of their
bodies. Their eldest son, 5-year-old
Ahmad, survived despite suffering
serious burns.
The Dawabshehs attacked March
20th are relatives of the victims of
the first fire and lived nearby. Some
reports state that is was Ibrahim
Dawabsheh who got Ahmad out of
the burning house.
With just months between the
attacks, anxiety and isolation have

returned to the remote village in
the northern West Bank. Duma is
close to three illegal Jewish settlements whose inhabitants have
tried to force Palestinians out of
their homes, insulting and often
beating them while Israeli police
looked on.
The official investigation on the
attack on the Dawabshehs has not
been completed but some Duma
residents point to Jewish settlers trying to intimidate Ibrahim
Dawabsheh so he would not testify in court that he saw two people draped in black setting his relatives’ house on fire last July. That
hearing is set for April.
Israeli authorities arrested and
indicted Jewish settler Amiram
Ben-Uliel, 21, along with a Jewish
minor in the July Dawabsheh case.
They and two others were also
charged with membership in a terrorist organisation.
A statement by Israeli police and
the Shin Bet secret service said
“evidence found at the scene of the
crime does not have the characteristics of a targeted arson by Jewish
perpetrators”. The statement did
not elaborate.
Adding to the troubles of Duma
residents is a general sense of vulnerability that they are alone with
nobody to protect them.
Standing near the Dawabshehs’
house, which is tainted with soot
and graffiti, Abed Salam Dawabsheh, head of the village’s council
and who is related to the victims,
said Duma was in danger and he
could not do much to protect its
people.
“I feel pained, frustrated and upset because as head of the village
council, people trust and hold me
responsible to protect them. But
we can’t provide them with the
protection and safety they want,”
he said.
Yaqin Dawabsheh is staying in
Ibrahim’s family house, horrified

Israeli soldiers argue with Palestinian villagers at the entrance of the torched house of Palestinian
Ibrahim Dawabsheh, the main witness in the July arson attack, in the West Bank village of Duma
near Nablus, on March 20th.
and wondering whether she will
ever forget the arson attack.
“I’m terrified. I don’t know how
to describe it,” she said. “I don’t
know if I can go back to the same
house with this horrible memory
tied to it.”
After the first arson attack, Palestinians in Duma organised patrols
to protect the village but they lasted for only two months. Worried
about future attacks and realising official help was needed, Abed
Salam Dawabsheh asked the Palestinian Authority (PA) for official
patrols in the area. “We have been
waiting since,” he said.

Locals said they also felt let
down by the PA. Ibrahim Dawabsheh, the only witness to his relatives’ murder, was left without protection. Villagers and town officials
also voiced suspicion that Jewish
settlers would go after Ibrahim to
silence him.
“I knew it was an attack by (Jewish) settlers. We saw it coming,
especially Ibrahim,” Yaqin Dawabsheh said.
Ibrahim and Yaqin Dawabsheh
said they had trouble sleeping before the arson, reporting “strange
and hushed noises around the
house, people moving outside the

house at night”.
Ibrahim Dawabsheh said there
was no way to protect Duma as long
as the Israeli occupation exists.
Even with night-time patrols and
security guards with flashlights,
as long as we’re living under occupation, it is really hard to get adequate protection,” he said.
“I’m gearing up for the worst. I’m
not scared because I believe in Allah but I know that something horrible is going to happen again.”
Malak Hasan, based in Ramallah,
has reported on Palestinian-Israeli
issues for more than five years.

Israel’s shifting priorities towards the Arab world

View poi nt

Amine
Kammourieh

A

rabs paid little
attention to comments Israeli Prime
Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu made to
CNN in January but
they could prove important.
“We used to think that if we
solve the Palestinian-Israeli
conflict it would solve the larger
Israeli-Arab conflict,” Netanyahu
said. “The more I look at it, the
more I think it may be the other
way around — that by nurturing
these relationships that are taking
place now with the Arab world,
that could actually help us resolve
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. And
we’re actually working towards
that end.”
Indeed, despite the PalestinianIsraeli peace process being in a
stalemate and conditions in the
Palestinian territories deteriorating, Israeli and world media are
almost daily reporting direct
contacts or meetings between
Israelis and Arab personalities or
organisations. Israel can communicate today with “almost every
Arab state”, as long as it then does
not make it to the front page of the
daily newspapers, Israeli Foreign
Ministry Director-General Dore
Gold said in January
What is important in this communication, Gold said while addressing the Institute of Security

Perhaps with a lot of work
we can create a consensus
on the components needed
for regional stability and a
regional order.
Dore Gold,
Israeli Foreign Ministry Director-General

Studies’ (INSS) annual conference
in Tel Aviv, “is the feeling that perhaps — with a lot of work — we can
create a consensus on the components needed for regional stability
and a regional order”.
His comments reflect Netanyahu’s main government policy
line that sees common interests
between Israel and what it calls
the “moderate Sunni” axis, which
includes — according to Israel’s
definition — Egypt, Jordan, Saudi
Arabia and other Gulf Cooperation
Council (GCC) countries.
So far, Arab states with no diplomatic ties with Israel have not
demonstrated any change in their
public positions regarding the Jewish state.
But did the ongoing big changes
in the region — especially after the
“Arab spring”, the disintegration
of some Arab states, Iran’s and
other foreign powers’ expanding
influence in Middle Eastern affairs
and the growing danger of the
extremist Sunni and Shia Islamist
groups — push some Arab states to
change their policies and look for
“forbidden alliances” to protect
themselves? Has normalisation
between Israel and some Arab
states become possible, even before
a settlement to the PalestinianIsraeli conflict?
Arab officials remain silent about
this sensitive issue, while political
parties and popular movements
continue to consider any sort of
normalisation with Israel as “treason”. On the other hand, Israeli
and Western media highlight any
Arab-Israeli contact and argue in
favour of Israel’s rapprochement
with “moderate” Arab states.
In that context, former Israeli
foreign minister Tzipi Livni was
the most enthusiastic, hailing the
Arab League’s decision to blacklist

Hezbollah as a “terror group” and
calling for an alliance between the
Jewish state and moderate Arab
states. Livni, as reported by Israel’s
Maariv daily in March, also urged
distinctions not be made between
Shia and Sunni terrorism, referring
to Hezbollah and the Islamic State
(ISIS).
During the same month, Haaretz
commentator Amos Harel wrote
about how Middle East chaos has
sharpened the divide between rival
regional alliances, even if some of
those alliances remain under the
table. “Israel, Egypt, Jordan and,
to some extent, the Palestinian
Authority have a common interest
in countering not only the Islamic
State but also Hamas,” he said.
“Indeed, Egypt is even more hostile
to Hamas’s leadership in Gaza than
Israel is.”
Although Egypt is busy with
its own security and economic
problems, its ties with Israel made
headlines in recent weeks, when
Parliament member Tawfik Okasha,
who is also a TV presenter, was hit
by a shoe thrown by a colleague
days after he hosted Israeli Ambassador Haim Koren for dinner.
Although Israel says its security
cooperation with Egypt against Islamist militants in Sinai and Egypt’s
imports of Israeli gas, though too
little and fumbling, show warmer
ties between the two states, Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi
is aware that the Palestinian cause
is still on the minds of his people.
Sisi, who previously revealed
exchanging phone calls with Netanyahu, hinted that Egyptian-Israeli
ties would improve if Israel took a
political step forward concerning
the Palestinians — and here he was
not referring to a comprehensive
settlement of the Palestinian-Israeli
problem.

Sisi, worried
by the recent
rapprochement
between Israel
and Turkey,
does not want
Ankara to have
a bigger say
in Palestinian
affairs.

According to the Israelis, Sisi is
aware that Egypt and Israel have
many dangers in common, including Iran’s influence in the region,
ISIS and Hamas. He also needs Israel’s help to convince US President
Barack Obama’s administration
that Egypt is on its side in the war
against terrorism and to encourage
it to be more generous in providing
military aid to Cairo.
Sisi, worried by the recent rapprochement between Israel and
Turkey, does not want Ankara to
have a bigger say in Palestinian
affairs.
Seeing the Saudis suffering
attrition in the Yemen war, Israel offered to share its “combat expertise” and train Saudi commanders
on tactics to fend off cross-border
attacks, detect potential ambushes
and lower threats of anti-tank rockets. Israel says that such military
cooperation could lay the foundation for working together in other
fields such as foiling Iran’s illicit
arms shipments across the Red
Sea and coordinating intelligence
efforts against Hezbollah and Iran’s
Quds Force. Strategically, Israel
would certainly be happy to know
about Saudi plans concerning Syria.
Probably what Amir Bohbot, a
security analyst with Israel’s news
portal Walla, wrote recently about
the growing frustration of the Arab
Sunni states with the United States
for treating Iran as a key regional
player, summarises it all: “As Iranian-Saudi ties get more tense, Israel
gets closer to Saudi Arabia. After all
sanctions under the nuclear deal
are lifted, this rapprochement may
develop into true partnership.”
Amine Kammourieh is a Lebanese
journalist who has been reporting
on Lebanon and the Middle East for
30 years. He is based in Beirut.
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Jihadism after Brussels

The broader context of terrorism in Europe
Francis Ghilès

Barcelona

M

ore people were killed
or injured in terrorist
attacks in the United
States in 2001, Madrid
in 2004 and London
in 2005 but the perpetrators, members of al-Qaeda, were thwarted in
further attempts to mount spectacular attacks.
Since the terrorist attacks on Paris
in 2015 and Brussels in March, the
Islamic State (ISIS) has become a
more potent threat. Unlike its predecessor, it does not hold out in
the vastness of Afghanistan but has
used the Syrian civil war to train
more than 5,000 sympathisers and
build a network to foment violence
across Europe.

What happens to
Europeans of
Muslim descent is
not only crucial to
the future of Europe
but will help define
the future of the
Middle East.
We may bemoan the threat to our
civil liberties that this has entailed
and wonder why such restrictions
do not appear to have improved
our security. It is important, however, that the response of political
leaders should not increase alarm
and spread more despondency.
Unfortunately, it is often petulant,
misinformed and simply downright
demagogic.
European political leaders, notably in France, have responded
by staging a public debate that is
framed in terms of a “war of identities”, if not a “war of civilisations”.
Much of the media has responded
eagerly.
Home searches, house arrests of
people suspected of Salafism and
increased surveillance have promoted a public discourse that stigmatises mosques and Islam.
Our leaders forget the terrorists met in prison, not in mosques.
Salah Abdeslam can be seen in vid-

eos drinking alcohol in a night club
in Brussels recently. He may wrap
himself in Islam, as General Franco
waved the banner of the Catholic
Church, but that does not make him
a true believer.
The French prime minister is a
keen player of this game but he is
focusing on the wrong target. We
certainly need surveillance and policing to be shared more effectively
in Europe; we certainly need to degrade ISIS in Syria, Iraq and Libya
but, as neither the United States nor
the European Union are prepared to
put boots on the ground, we must
prepare for the long haul.
The kamikaze that played a key
role in both capitals were mostly
well known to the French and Belgian police and security services.
They belonged to networks of organised crime, be it theft, armed
robbery or drugs that operate within the framework of poor ghettos
where most young people are poorly educated and unemployment often runs to 50%.
Over the past five years, they have
often deviated towards an overtly
religious-inspired form of behaviour. Their basic mindset does however seem to have been shaped by
watching violent video games that
glamorise the bad guy and films on
gangland rather than by any deep
religious call. They have become
local mafia bosses who operate in
tightly knit ethnic communities
where omerta is the rule, as is true
in Sicily and Northern Ireland.
France’s public discourse is out of
kilter with reality. Religious radicalisation was a good take on what was
going on in the 1990s. Jihadists then
had a revolutionary and anti-capitalist view of the world and were
convinced that armed struggle was
the answer to the ills of the world.
In that they were not dissimilar to
many extreme left-wing groups in
Europe and the United States. The
foot soldiers of this type of terrorism agreed with the thinking heads
of al-Qaeda that the answer lay in
returning to the ways of Islam as
it was practised at the time of the
Prophet Mohammad.
By the turn of the millennium,
however, two distinct phenomena
had appeared. First were Salafis
who preached and practised a very

radical “way of living”, including
women adopting the veil, that was
peaceful in intent even when it offended most Europeans. The second was adopted by young men and
women who do not speak classical
Arabic and was closer to a “war of
identities” than any religious theology.
Lack of understanding of these
two strands of thought and behaviour is characteristic of the reaction
of many European political leaders
and media. Furthermore, it mirrors
the world view ISIS promotes. It
amounts to falling into their propaganda trap.
Eschewing clichés is essential to
understanding the wave of violence
Europe is facing. The very word
“radicalisation” refers to a police
category not to an academic attempt to understand the peculiarity
of jihadist commitment. This must
be, first of all, placed in a broader
context of social revolts that, from
Madrid to Occupy Wall Street, have
brought onto the streets of Europe
and America hundreds of thousands
of young people protesting against
growing income disparities brought
on by economic globalisation and
the fallout of the 2008 financial crisis.

Brussels has
emerged as the
jihadist centre of
Europe after British
authorities clamped
down on radical
Islamic groups in
2005.

These people felt they could no
longer articulate their hopes and
needs through traditional political
parties, trade unions or churches.
The Arab revolts resulted in huge
disenchantment (Tunisia), bloody
repression (Egypt) or bloody chaos
(Yemen, Libya and Syria).
Politicians in Europe, the United
States and beyond appear incapable
of providing solutions to ever-more
complicated problems that confront
the people they rule or represent.
Hence the rise of xenophobic or
separatist parties in Britain, France,
Germany and Spain.
The corruption of national politi-

cians in many European countries
— notably Belgium, Italy and Spain
— adds to the sense of disarray. Belgium appears very much as a failed
state, one in which Walloons and
Flemish people have never identified with the country of Belgium,
where the security forces — whose
resources are limited — and the
courts are dysfunctional, where
poorer people, including those
who hailed from the ghetto of Molenbeek have no hope of a better
future. Alongside such outsiders
are an army of well-paid European
and NATO civil servants and wellheeled, middle- and upper-middleclass people who must appear to
their poor neighbours like zombies
from another planet.
The poorer districts of Brussels
are not dissimilar from those that
ring Paris, except that in France
there is a greater sense of belonging
to a French nation than in Belgium;
20% of recruits to the French Army
are Muslim and none have deserted
in recent years.
Brussels has emerged as the jihadist centre of Europe after British
authorities clamped down on radical Islamic groups after the bombing of the London underground
in 2005. Geographically, Europe’s
diplomatic capital is close to two
major airport hubs (Frankfurt and
Paris), two major ports (Antwerp
and Rotterdam) and has excellent
train connections. Weapons can be
purchased much more easily in Belgium than in neighbouring countries. ISIS will be hard put to find
such an attractive base from which
to operate in the future.
Onto this rich soil have been
thrown the seeds of trouble — endless TV and social media pictures
of the brutalities of war in Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya and Syria that Western journalists are prone to portray
as related to Islam when raw power
politics are usually at play.
Islam is conflated in so many
ways by European, US and Arab
politicians that one of the world’s
great religions has been turned into
the ultimate cliché. For many in the
West, adherence to Islam explains
why the Middle East has failed
to adapt to the modern world, to
democracy. Conversely, a deadly
eschatology has taken root in the

People gather on the Place de la Bourse to pay tribute to the victims of bomb attacks in Brussels, on March 26th.

minds of some young men, mostly
but not all Muslims, who see no
hope on this Earth and crave martyrdom.
For decades, Europe’s political
class and media, with some exceptions, have underestimated the
economic and social deprivation
in their midst and not just that endured by their Muslim compatriots. They have underestimated the
growth of jihadist movements.

Salah Abdeslam may
wrap himself in
Islam, as General
Franco waved the
banner of the
Catholic Church, but
that does not make
him a true believer.
Others have sought to promote
a form of multiculturalism that explains and excuses forms of behaviour — vis-à-vis women in particular
— that are far from admitted norms
in Europe. They never stop apologising for Europe’s colonial behaviour but fail to understand that there
is a battle royal going on for the soul
of many Arab, Berber, Turkish and
Iranian people. They never mention
the disastrous effects of Saudi Wahhabism, an extreme form of Islam
that a kingdom — one of their main
purchasers of weapons — has spent
an estimated $50 billion-$70 billion
propagating across the world since
the mosque in Medina was seized
by fanatics in 1979.
Many Muslim men and women
are fighting for greater separation
between state and religion, greater
personal freedom to express themselves and less conformity to old
social rules. That multifaceted fight
meshes with what promises to be a
bloody struggle between and within
Middle Eastern and North African
states, many of whose citizens want
to belong to the modern world.
What happens to Europeans of
Muslim descent is not only crucial
to the future of Europe but will help
define the future of the Middle East.
Francis Ghilès is an associate
fellow at the Barcelona Centre for
International Affairs.
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Jihadism after Brussels

Muslims battered on both sides of the Atlantic

Jean AbiNader

Things fall apart; the centre
cannot hold;
Mere anarchy is loosed upon the
world,
The blood-dimmed tide is loosed,
and everywhere
The ceremony of innocence is
drowned;
The best lack all conviction, while
the worst
Are full of passionate intensity.

T

W.B. Yeats,
The Second Coming

here are plenty of
interpretations of this
poem, written by Yeats
after World War I, and
its memorable lines
have inspired many
novel and film titles. It is especially appropriate as we see the
failure of the centre to hold
against the tide of radicalism from
the left and right.
Attempts to reason against the
illogic of blaming all Muslims for
the acts of a very few fall on deaf
ears among skinheads, Trump/
Cruz supporters or others too ready
to blame “the other”. The centre
cannot hold because it has little
capacity to counter extremism,
which would require more
awareness of Islam and Muslims
than most are willing to engage.
Muslims themselves are
torn between justifying acts of
reasonable opposition to autocratic
regimes and pointing fingers at
those whose horrific acts undercut
every word of compassion
uttered by their communities. It
is ironic that the vast majority of
extremists call themselves Sunnis,
Salafists, jihadists, while Shias,
whose excesses of past decades
in Lebanon and obdurate policies
emanating from Iran, are tarred
with the same brush as al-Qaeda
franchises and the
Islamic State (ISIS).
Despite 1,400-plus
years of separation, in
the end, they are, in
fact, all Muslims, all
guilty.
To non-Muslims,
Muslims are
equally culpable
for a multitude
of sins stretching
from Indonesia to
Nigeria to Europe

We are certainly in a
clash of civilisations
— humanity against
the beasts who deny
us choice.

A Moroccan child wrapped in a Belgian flag lights a candle during a tribute to the victims of the
Brussels attacks, in Casablanca on March 26th, four days after a triple bomb attack.
and even North America. To
most Americans, Muslims are
predominately Arabs, as are
Iranians, because “What’s the
difference?” They all share the
tenets of Islam, a religion of hate
and submission we are told by the
Trump/Cruz apologists on talk
radio. Muslims, they claim, are
unwilling to live in peace with the
rest of humanity (read Christians)
because of religious precepts.
Far be it for these supporters
to actually shake hands and
converse with a Muslim, although
they may have been doing it for
years without contamination.
Enlightened statements by US
President Barack Obama, leading
military and intellectual leaders
and well-intentioned political
leaders have not affected those who
fervently believe that Muslims are
somehow a lower form of humanity
that won’t rest until the apocalypse
has come — strangely similar to
many Christian evangelicals.
My concern is broad and deep
for my country and for the lack of
civility that characterises public
life. I have worked and lived with
Muslim communities my entire
professional life, here in the United
States, in many Arab countries and
Iran, which I know is not Arab. I

have always thought it a blessing
(baraka you could say) that my
parents taught me compassion,
inclusiveness and openness,
especially towards that which I did
not understand or feared.
While mine was a mostly normal
American childhood, bigotry was
somehow always lurking around,
in remarks, insinuations, teasing.
My sister/poet Elmaz writes of
the pain of discrimination and
marginalisation. I guess it’s harder
for some. Mine was more cerebral,
because I was fortified by not
giving a damn.
I am a Christian Arab American.
We are the majority of Arabs in
the United States. We weathered
the Palestinian and Lebanese
conflicts as highly political rather
than theological conflicts. So
much is different today. We hear
from varied sources about the
persecution of Christians by ISIS.
Lost in the hateful news is that the
tyranny of ISIS, acting in the name
of Islam, has been responsible
for far more Muslim deaths. ISIS
and its comrades are enemies of
humanity, not just of religions.
The same drumbeat of
deprecation is rising even louder
in Europe as tides of immigrants
and horrific violent acts deprive

the centre of a stable platform for
engaging doomsayers, bigots and
racists of all stripes.
In our naïve caricature of the
region, we want clarity about
friend and foe. This is no easy task.
It is somehow lost in translation
that we are in a generational
identity struggle among ourselves
and with those “not like us”. It is
a struggle that we cannot, each in
our own way, avoid confronting.
Just think for a moment, why
are refugees headed for Europe
and beyond? Is it because they
hate the West, its civilisation and
its society? Is it because they are
hiding terrorists’ cells within their
numbers waiting to strike? Or is it
because, like us, they just want to
wake up each day to the tedium of
jobs, families, children and traffic?
It is this normalcy that is under
attack and must be forcefully
countered. We are certainly in a
clash of civilisations — humanity
against the beasts who deny us
choice.
Jean AbiNader resides in the
Washington area and is a
long-time participant in US-Arab
affairs. Other articles can be found
at www.jeanabinader.com. Follow
him on Twitter: @jeanabinader.

After the Brussels attacks: The obvious and the implied lessons

Alaya Allani

O

nce again terror
strikes violently in
the heart of Europe
and once again Arabs
and Muslims are
holding their breath
in anticipation of the aftermath of
the attacks. Europeans, on the
other hand, are worried about the
security and democracy in their
countries.
So, will the Brussels attacks
constitute a turning point in
Europe’s security policies,
particularly following British
Prime Minister David Cameron’s
report and the US Congress draft
legislation concerning the Muslim
Brotherhood?
Following the Paris attacks in
November 2015 and the recent
attacks in Brussels, we can safely
say that a new security-focused
era is in full swing in Europe.
However, none
of the European
leaders are
addressing the
causes behind the
spread of terrorism
in Europe. In
particular, fallout
of the war in Syria
or the failure to
integrate the Arab
and Maghrebi
communities in
Europe into the local
economic, social and
cultural fabric.

For decades,
European countries
did not control the
activities of the
many Muslim groups
in place.

Failing to take these factors into
consideration renders recently
adopted measures inefficient in
isolating the terror phenomenon.
Only a comprehensive security
approach, which touches on
economic, social, political, cultural
and religious aspects, is liable to
succeed in uprooting terror risks
in Europe. Europeans are aware
that the likes of Salah Abdeslam
and the Bakraoui brothers —
respectively, suspects in the
Paris and Brussels attacks — are
the products of marginalisation
policies and practices.
Saying this by no means justifies
terrorism. It only serves to make
the point that finding solutions to
violence and terrorism must target
their root causes. Tightening
security at European airports
is a good thing but focusing
on solutions to poverty and
marginalisation in Europe is even
better.
Europe’s security doctrine
should find room for three
elements:
First, the creation of a European
National Security Agency, which
among other things, would
collaborate closely with Arab and
Muslim countries in all intelligence
matters.
Second, the adoption of
legislation among Europe and Arab
and Muslim countries that would
facilitate the transfer of captured
terrorists, joint interrogations

and investigations and court
procedures.
Third, resorting to surgical preemptive strikes so that dealing
with terrorists would become
based on a proactive approach and
not a reactive one. To achieve such
a goal would require amendments
to certain European laws.
There are 45 million Muslims
in Europe. This represents 6% of
the total population. For decades,
European countries did not control
the activities of the many Muslim
groups in place. Some of these
groups adhered to takfiri ideologies
while others were influenced
by the doctrines of the Muslim
Brotherhood, which called for the
Islamisation of the entire planet,
including Europe, and by all means
possible.
Only a handful of these Islamic
groups in Europe spread the
doctrines of moderate Islam. When
civil wars broke out in countries
of the “Arab spring”, Europeans
thought that they were getting rid
of the Islamic extremists among
them when the latter left Europe
to fight in those wars and in Syria
in particular. Alas, they returned
to Europe full of hatred and welltrained in terrorist tactics.
Recent terror attacks have
shaken Europe’s security
foundations. Some in Europe have
begun to contemplate adopting a
common religious policy. Many
experts would like such a policy

to encourage the emergence of
a so-called European Islam, a
version of Islam that is in concert
with human rights and European
constitutions by refusing to
mix politics and religion and by
accepting to remain open to other
cultures.
If this new strategy sees the
light, scores of religious and
charitable societies in Europe
adopting political Islam doctrines
or Salafist ideologies run the risk of
being dissolved or recast into new
forms.
It has become necessary for
Arab elites living in Europe to
think about creating pressure
groups to work with European
governments and the European
Parliament to promote inter-faith
and intercultural education. The
same lobbies can be active in
defending the economic and social
rights of the Maghrebi and Arab
communities in Europe and in
explaining to these communities
the advantages of integrating
European societies, culture and
economy.
It is crucial that full integration
policies in Europe succeed because
their success would go a long way
towards eliminating the hotspots
of resentment, violence and
terrorism.
Alaya Allani is an expert on Islamic
extremism. He teaches at the
University of Manouba in Tunis.
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Arab-American voters say Yalla in 2016
The Arab Weekly staff

New York

T

he surprising victory by
Bernie Sanders in Michigan’s Democratic primary defied pollsters’ expectations. Afterwards,
it emerged that Sanders, a leftist
Jew from Vermont, had scored well
with Arab-American voters, among
other groups.
African Americans and Hispanics represent significant percentages of the US population, so polling
agencies study their voting patterns in earnest. This is less true of
the smaller number of Americans
of Arab heritage, an estimated 3.5
million people.

“In this election,
the Arab-American
vote should tilt
heavily Democrat.”
Pollster John Zogby
The Arab American Institute
(AAI), a Washington-based lobby
group, said this is an oversight.
Though relatively small in number,
Arab Americans are concentrated
in states that will be battlegrounds
in the November US presidential
election.
In Michigan, for example, they
make up about 5% of the population and as much as 2% in other
swing states such as Ohio, Pennsylvania and Florida, which could
have a disproportionate influence
on the White House race, said AAI
Executive Director Maya Berry.
“In those states, we’re centred
in urban areas and tend to be registered in higher numbers and to
vote in higher numbers,” Berry
said. “When the voting in these

states is so close, it’s not surprising that concentrations [of ArabAmerican voters] can sway the
outcome.”
Sanders, a septuagenarian socialist, scored well in Arab-American
sections of Dearborn, Michigan, in
the March 8th primary, where he
took 67% of the vote, compared to
Hillary Clinton’s 32%, helping him
to win the state.
“Michigan was an eye-opener for
many people,” said Sarab Al Jijakli,
president of the Network of ArabAmerican Professionals. “This is
a diverse community that is concerned about the future of America
and wants to have a role in shaping
the country.”
Arab Americans are mostly welleducated Christians and tend to
live in urban areas in Michigan,
California, New York, Florida,
Texas, New Jersey, Illinois, Ohio,
Pennsylvania and Virginia.
They are often professionals or
businesspeople who care about
the same everyday issues as other
Americans — money, jobs, education and health care. US foreign
policy comes lower down the list,
said Berry.
“In the post-9/11 environment,
foreign policy ranks pretty high
but it’s not a situation where every American is going to go to the
ballot box to vote for a candidate
based on their foreign policy position,” Berry said.
By tradition, Arab Americans are
fiscal and social conservatives and
evenly split between Democrats,
Republicans and independent voters. In 2000, 44.5% of the ArabAmerican vote went to George W.
Bush, pollster John Zogby said but
since the 9/11 attacks, the Iraq war
and racial profiling, Arab Americans have swung left.
This election cycle, Republican
front runner Donald Trump’s rhetoric against Muslims, Hispanics

Scoring well with Arab-Americans. US Democratic presidential candidate Bernie Sanders greets
supporters at a campaign rally in Dearborn, Michigan, on March 7th.
and Syrian refugees provokes “revulsion”, Zogby said.
“There’s a unity that congeals
among Arab Americans when they
are attacked simply by virtue of
who they are,” said Zogby. “In this
election, the Arab-American vote
should tilt heavily Democrat.”
According to Zead Ramadan, a
Palestinian-American in New York,
few from his community would
back Trump or his main Republican rival, US Senator Ted Cruz, RTexas, who said he would “carpet
bomb” Islamic State (ISIS) territory.

“We’re split on, you know, Bernie
Sanders and Hillary Clinton,” said
Ramadan.
Though Clinton is viewed as too
hawkish and cozy with Israeli leaders, Arab-American voters may increasingly choose her over Sanders
as the Vermont senator’s delegate
tally looks ever-more desperate,
said Ramadan.
In the coming months, AAI’s
voter enrolment teams will start
appearing in Arab-American neighbourhoods across the United States
as part of an 18-year-old Yalla vote

campaign, which takes its name
from the Arabic word meaning
“let’s get going”.
It is an important scheme, said
Ramadan, but has much to accomplish.
“The Arab-American community is still a baby,” Ramadan said.
“When it grows up, it will learn to
put pressure on congressmen, senators and presidents. Then, it will
have more of a voice and policies
will change. Until then, we have to
keep on practicing the Yalla vote.
Let’s go! Come on!”

Mad, bad and dangerous talk in the
US election campaign

View poi nt

Rashmee
Roshan Lall

T

ed Cruz and Donald
Trump want to make
the United States
more like Europe.
That is to say, with
marginalised communities of Muslims in their ghettos,
in opposition to the state and its
security forces and alienated from
the host community.
That would be the result if the
recent insane proposals of the two
Republican Party hopefuls for president were to be implemented.
In the aftermath of the attacks
on Brussels, Cruz and Trump offered their take on how to make
the United States safe from terrorism. These went as follows:
“Patrol and secure” Muslim
neighbourhoods, said Cruz,
because that’s what’s required
“where there is gang activity”.
Trump didn’t suggest patrols
(though he would support them
“100%”) but merely repeated his
drastic calls to temporarily keep
Muslims out of America altogether
because of the “hatred” they feel.
“Look,” he said, “we’re having
problems with the Muslims.” On
March 24th, Trump tweeted: “Europe and the US must immediately
stop taking in people from Syria.
This will be the destruction of civilisation as we know it! So sad!”

By demonising America’s
estimated 3.3 million
Muslims, Cruz and
Trump simply amplify
extremist propaganda.

This is mad, bad and dangerous
talk. Dangerous because it could
excite Islamophobes and freelance
agents of American patriotism who
may equate “homeland security”
with anti-Muslim vigilantism. It is
mad and bad because it is unnecessary, Muslims in the United States
being in a totally different situation
from those in Europe.
Unlike the concentrations of
first-, second- and third-generation
immigrant Muslim communities in Britain, France, Belgium
and Germany, American Muslims
are dispersed and diverse and as
steeped in the culture and practices
of the country as any other ethnic
or faith community. Unlike European Muslims, substantial numbers
of those in the United States are at
least as affluent and well-educated
as the host community.
About one-quarter of Muslims
in America and 29% of immigrant
Muslims have college degrees
compared to 25% for the US general
population, according to Being
Muslim in America, a lavishly illustrated book published by the US
government’s Bureau of International Information Programs. And
41% of Muslim Americans and
45% of immigrant Muslims report
annual household income levels of
$50,000 or higher, compared to the
national average of 44%.
Cruz’s “Muslim neighbourhoods” are a fantastical notion
unless he meant the wealthy suburbs of Chicago, where AmericanMuslim doctors have their palatial
residences.
Other than ethnic pockets of
Somali refugees in Minneapolis,
“Little Syria” in New York and the
30% Arab concentration in Dearborn, Michigan, the United States

has few Europe-style Muslim
neighbourhoods.
It certainly has hardly any Muslim ghettos similar to Molenbeek,
the Brussels neighbourhood, home
to a big Muslim immigrant community and where the Paris and
Brussels’ attacks were planned.
Molenbeek has long had a
reputation for poverty and petty
crime — muggings, drug dealing,
burglaries. It is the perfect Petri
dish for marginalised Muslim
youths to take up jihad just for
want of something to do.
The unemployment rate for Belgians of North and sub-Saharan African descent is between 40-50%.
The Belgian establishment remains
unrepresentative of the demographic change that has occurred
and its multiple police forces are
a case in point. The BBC reported
in 2015 that only 22 of Antwerp’s
2,600 police officers are non-white.
Perhaps Cruz is imagining the
same sort of situation in Muslimdominant areas in the United
States? Which ones? Perhaps he
means some Somali gang in Minneapolis?
In any case, there was no “gang
activity” in mass shooter Syed
Rizwan Farook’s neighbourhood in
San Bernardino, California, before
he set out with his disturbed wife
to kill innocent people. What “patrol” could have picked up the increasingly deranged thoughts of an
American-born-and-bred man who
worked in the local county office
and just happened to be Muslim?
Thus far, points out Seamus
Hughes, a former US National
Counterterrorism Center official,
there have not been many examples of Muslim groups sprouting
open call for violence in the United

Ted Cruz
and Donald
Trump
want to
make the
United
States more
like Europe.

States. Among the 84 individuals arrested in connection to the
Islamic State (ISIS), he said, there
is no common profile, other than
that they tend to be younger men.
“In the United States, communities
don’t radicalise; individuals do,” he
said.
This is well documented. A 2011
Pew Research Center poll reported
that the vast majority of American
Muslims wanted to “adopt American customs”. Only 20% of those
surveyed said they would prefer to
“be distinct”. Half of the respondents said that many of their friends
were non-Muslim and almost
80% rated their community as an
“excellent” or “good” place to live.
In Europe, Muslims would generally find it hard to say the same and
with quite so much enthusiasm.
By demonising America’s estimated 3.3 million Muslims, Cruz
and Trump simply amplify extremist propaganda that the West
is conducting a religious war. As
former US national security adviser
Stephen Hadley said, such “rhetoric
creates a sense of alienation from
their fellow citizens and makes
them more susceptible to the [ISIS]
argument that they have no real
place in American society”.
This is neither necessary nor sensible. Making it legitimate to think
and act hatefully towards Muslims
in America would do nothing more
than marginalise them. No one
would be any safer. Not America
and certainly not the American
Muslim community.
Rashmee Roshan Lall is a
columnist for The Arab Weekly.
Her blog can be found at www.
rashmee.com and she is on Twitter:
@rashmeerl.
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Pegida rears its head in UK
Mahmud el-Shafey

London

P

egida, Europe’s anti-Islam
protest movement, has
found its way onto British
shores, as fears of the rise
of anti-immigrant hatred
while the United Kingdom heads
towards a critical referendum on
membership of the European Union.
Pegida UK staged its inaugural
rally in Birmingham — home to Britain’s largest Muslim community
— on February 6th in coordination
with Pegida rallies on the continent. The movement’s UK chapter
is being championed by infamous
right-wing figure Tommy Robinson,
although the group’s official leader
is former UKIP parliamentary candidate Paul Weston.

The anti-Islam
movement’s overall
message appears
confused.
Robinson is the founder and former leader of the right-wing English
Defence League (EDL) and enjoys
broad popularity among right-wing
protesters. Robinson led the EDL in
2009-13, leaving after acknowledging that he had lost control of the
group.
Talking about the 2005 bomb plot
in the run-up to the rally, Robinson
said: “Birmingham is where most of
the terrorists have been from. It’s
where six Muslims who wanted to
blow us up were from — the contin-

ued epicentre for terrorism is Birmingham.”
“This growing influence Islam has
on society is not good for society.
The more Islam the less freedom,”
Robinson said at the rally.
About 200 Pegida supporters attended the rally, half as many as had
been expected by police, with many
portraying the anti-Islam movement’s first UK rally as a failure.
Opponents of Pegida had a counterrally, which was attended by about
60 activists.
“Refugees are welcome; fascists
are not,” they chanted, heckling the
Pegida supporters.
Pegida UK has called for a halt to
all Muslim immigration to the United Kingdom and a ban on building
mosques, with some supporters at
the Birmingham rally reportedly
carrying placards in praise of US Republican presidential front-runner
Donald Trump, who has issued similar statements.
But the anti-Islam movement’s
overall message appears confused,
with Robinson keen to stress that
Muslims are welcome to attend
Pegida rallies.
“If people wish to be a religious
Muslim inside their home, then
fine,” he said. “I’m not saying that
I want Muslims to leave the UK.
I’m not saying I want to abolish the
mosques that are already here.”
Robinson has sought to clarify
that he is seeking to lead a “revolution” against Islamist ideology, not
Muslims.
A number of Birmingham MPs
praised the city for its response to
the Pegida march. Labour MP for
Birmingham Yardley Jess Philip
said: “People in Birmingham chose

hope. His [Robinson’s] hate rallies
have no place in our city. If anyone
should go home from Birmingham
it is Tommy Robinson.”
Labour MP for Birmingham Edgbaston Gisela Stuart said Pegida and
Robinson did not understand the
multicultural nature of the city. “In
terms of the dynamics of this city,
what [Robinson] will do is unify
Brummies [people of Birmingham] from all ethnic groups and all
ages and all backgrounds into saying: ‘That’s not what this city is all
about. You’re not wanted here’,” she
said.

Pegida, Europe’s
anti-Islam protest
movement, has
found its way onto
British shores.
This is the second time Pegida has
sought to bring its particular brand
of anti-Muslim protest to the United
Kingdom. In early 2015, 400 Pegida
supporters had a rally in the northern English town of Newcastle. A
counter-rally to protest Pegida drew
a crowd of 600. A second Pegida rally in London only had 100 people.
Robinson was not involved in the
first attempt to promote Pegida in
the United Kingdom, with many
worried that the fame and support
he enjoys among Britain’s rightwing could ensure the movement’s
endurance.
Robinson has said Pegida UK intends to have a rally in Birmingham
every month starting April 2nd.
Mahmud el-Shafey is an Arab
Weekly correspondent in London.

A member of the UK branch of the German group ‘Pegida’ in
the city centre of Newcastle upon Tyne, Northern England, last
February.

Europe to refugees: Stay away

View poi nt

Bernd
Debusmann

A

fter months of
acrimonious
negotiations, the
European Union and
Turkey agreed to a
deal to stem the
flood of refugees sailing from
Turkey to Greece, the first stage
of a long migrant trail to the
north. Germany has been the
preferred destination but its
vaunted Willkommenskultur
— culture of welcome — is fading.
European Council President
Donald Tusk, one of the lead negotiators, sounded euphoric about
the accord, saying: “The days of
irregular migration to Europe are
over.” That statement is unlikely to
pass the test of time and may well
end up filed under “famous last
words”.
German Chancellor Angela Merkel had a blunt message for potential asylum seekers that stood in
sharp contrast to her all-are-welcome policy of last year, when Germany took in more than 1 million
foreigners and she became a heroine in the eyes of Syrian refugees
and humanitarians the world over.
Said Merkel: “When you embark
on this perilous journey, you are
not only risking life and limb but
you have little prospect of success.”
Hundreds have died on the dangerous trip across the Aegean from
Turkey to Greek islands on rickety
boats and overloaded rubber rafts.
Under the EU-Turkey deal, Syrian refugees and other migrants
landing in Greece would be returned to Turkey under an ambitious and logistically challenging

“one in, one out” arrangement: For
every refugee sent back to a Turkish camp. another, carefully vetted, will be transferred from Turkey directly to a European country.
As Merkel, Europe’s most powerful politician, sees it: “This is how
we want to end this inhumane
business model of the traffickers
and restore the protection of our
external borders.”
Ankara will get $6.7 billion to run
refugee camps and provide food,
schools, medical care and various
projects to improve the conditions of the 2.7 million Syrian refugees who have fled their civil war
to Turkey. Under the “one in, one
out” arrangement, European countries have promised to take 72,000
Syrian refugees in 2016 — less than
3% of the total.
The striking mismatch in numbers suggests that almost all of the
Syrians in Turkish camps will be
stuck there for as long as the civil
war continues. Although talks to
end the conflict resumed in March,
a day before the fifth anniversary
of the peaceful anti-government
demonstrations that morphed into

war, no end to the fighting is in
sight.
Among the many obstacles on
the road to implementing the EUTurkey agreement are widespread
perceptions of refugees as potential terrorists. Four days after the
accord, bomb attacks in Brussels
that killed more than 30 people
and wounded scores more prompted anti-immigrant politicians from
Paris to Bratislava and from Warsaw to Washington to Sydney to
conflate terrorism and the refugee
crisis — even before the identity of
the killers was known. As it turned
out, the suspects were born and
raised in Belgium.
That did not keep Polish Prime
Minister Beata Szydlo from declaring that her country would
not take in the 7,000 refugees the
government had previously agreed
to accept. Neither did it keep US
Republican presidential candidate
Donald Trump from renewing his
call for a temporary ban on Muslims entering the United States.
Or his rival US Senator Ted Cruz,
R-Texas, from insisting that the
United States should admit no

The days
of irregular
migration
are far from
over.

Germany has been the
preferred destination
but its vaunted culture
of welcome is fading.
A migrant girl cries as she waits at a Turkish coast guard station at the Dikili
district in Izmir, on March 20th.

refugees at all. For good measure,
Cruz wants to “patrol and secure”
Muslim neighbourhoods.
The EU-Turkey agreement took
effect March 20th. The following day, 1,662 migrants arrived in
Greece, according to authorities.
The next day, 600 made their way
to a Greek island, on March 23rd,
the count was 260, a day later, it
was zero. It was not clear whether
this was the effect of inclement
weather or the “don’t even try it”
warnings from leaders such as Merkel.
The first transfers of the estimated 45,000 refugees stuck in Greece,
including 12,000 in grim conditions
in a camp on the Greek border with
Macedonia, are scheduled for early
April. How long it will take for all to
be moved is anyone’s guess.
But at least two things appear
reasonably certain: The days of irregular migration are far from over
and the business model of people
smugglers will survive as long as
wars, poverty and insecurity drive
people from their homes. Experts
on illegal trafficking have a phrase
to describe the durability of that
business model: “the balloon effect”.
Squeezing a balloon in one place
— in this case the Aegean — makes
it expand in another. The most
likely place for this to happen is
Libya, which had been a major
launch point for refugees heading
towards Italy before the shorter
and less dangerous route from Turkey to Greece became the preferred
choice.
According to French Defence
Minister Jean-Yves Le Drian, about
800,000 migrants who have fled
conflict and poverty in the Middle
East and Africa are in Libya waiting
to get to Europe. And lawless Libya
has no shortage of traffickers.
Bernd Debusmann is a writer
on foreign affairs based in
Washington. He has reported from
more than 100 countries and was
wounded twice while covering the
civil war in Lebanon.
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Lebanon’s political deadlock burdens economy
Abdel-Rahman Ayas

Beirut

L

ebanon seems unlikely to
sort out its political mess
anytime soon despite
pressure by international institutions worried
about the economic toll, which is
raising fears about the country’s
stability as the war in neighbouring Syria continues.
World Bank President Jim Yong
Kim, during a joint visit with UN
Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon to
Lebanon on March 25th, expressed
frustration at Lebanon’s political
paralysis. Kim cautioned that good
governance was essential to prevent conflict. The day before Ban
had urged Lebanon’s political powers to end the presidential vacuum
“as soon as possible”.

A parliament session
to elect a new head
of state failed for the
37th time to secure a
legislative quorum
because of sharp
rifts among political
blocs.
Ban’s comments came 24 hours
after a parliament session to elect
a new head of state failed for the
37th time to secure a legislative
quorum because of sharp rifts
among political blocs. Hampered
by sectarian tensions, Lebanon
has not passed a budget since 2005
and has been without a president
for almost two years, preventing
vital legislation from being enacted.
Electing a president, passing a
general election law and voting for
a new legislature were key recommendations in a road map for ending Lebanon’s economic ills proposed by the Ministry of Economy
and Trade. These recommendations were needed to “revive constitutional institutions”, according
to the plan filed to the cabinet.
The dispute over a new election
law has been going on since a 2009
vote produced a legislature whose
128 seats were divided between
the Western-backed March 14 coalition and the Iran-backed March
8 coalition, with a few seats going
to independents. Since the government failed to have elections in
2013, parliament extended its tenure twice into a full four-year term.
Following the revival of consti-

UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon in Beirut, on March 25th.
tutional institutions, “a budget for
2016 must be passed but it should
rely on a clear economic plan and a
law governing public-private partnership (PPP) to allow the private
sector revive struggling public sectors, such as power generation and
supply”, the Ministry of Economy
and Trade plan advised.
“Lebanon needs a new president
and regularity in the work of constitutional institutions to jumpstart the economic cycle,” said
Joseph Torbey, head of the Association of Banks in Lebanon. “The
Central Bank’s wisdom is sustaining stability in the Lebanese currency at the time being.”
Parliament had a single legislative session in December to pass
banking and financial reforms and
approve needed credits by international and foreign donors. “Other
reforms are still on hold,” said
Jacques Sarraf, president of the

Mediterranean Businessmen Union. “An example is the PPP draft
law and updates to laws governing
companies.”

“As long as the
vacancy of
presidency persists,
national unity and
Lebanon’s standing
will remain fragile
and incomplete.”
UN Secretary-General
Ban Ki-moon
Mohammad Choucair, chairman
of the General Union of Chambers
of Commerce, Industry and Agriculture in Lebanon, said good governance in the country is needed to
help resolve issues such as poverty
and employment. “This is needed

to avoid economic collapse and social explosion,” he said.
Aid pledged by Kim and Islamic
Development Bank (IDB) President
Ahmad Mohamed Ali al-Madani
focused on Lebanon’s 1.5 million
Syrian refugees but included support for the host country’s infrastructure. “Much of this aid needs
to be passed by parliament sooner
than later,” a source at the World
Bank’s Beirut office said.
Lebanon is home to more than
1.2 million registered Syrian refugees in addition to a few hundred
thousand not registered but living in the country, making them
nearly one-quarter of the country’s
population of 4.5 million.
The World Bank granted Lebanon a $100 million loan to support
educational projects but a development package from the bank
worth nearly $1 billion was delayed
by the political deadlock. “As long

as the vacancy of presidency persists, national unity and Lebanon’s
standing will remain fragile and incomplete,” Ban said.
Kim said the World Bank’s board
decided to take the $100 million
from a fund used only for the poorest countries and “provided today
a very concessional loan for the education sector, again to show our
appreciation for what Lebanon has
done in educating refugees here”.
“We have signed five agreements worth $373 million. There
is another agreement that will be
signed soon, God willing, in which
the amount will be $400 million,”
Madani said. He added that several
projects were under way and “we
expect that during this year there
will be agreements worth $220 million”.

so Oman is very traditional. Salala
has a different climate compared to
the rest of the Middle East. It is very
tropical and green. People from the
Gulf go there to escape the heat.”

visiting Egypt. After 2013, however,
figures indicate the market is turning.
Etihad Airways’ most travelled
routes in winter include those to
Australia with Kuwait, Bahrain, Jeddah and Riyadh its most popular
Middle Eastern destinations. They
have partnerships with agencies
that facilitate visas for haj and umrah.
“Our business has increased significantly with our Jet Airways partnership. People fly with us to Abu
Dhabi and then fly with Jet Airways
to other countries,” Etihad General Manager James Harrison said.
“We are promoting Abu Dhabi for
stopovers so when you travel with
a premium ticket or business or first
class for a stopover, you can have a
free night in a five-star hotel in Abu
Dhabi.”
The oil price drop has limited
flights by people working in petroleum-based industries. But, he said,
“as businesses change and markets
move up and down, we try to subsidise what we lost in the oil crisis by
planning more flights to other destinations such as Australia.”

Regional airlines seek to expand business
Dunia El-Zobaidi

London

D

espite political and economic turmoil in the
Middle East and North
Africa, regional airlines
are seeking new business
and offering additional destinations
and services via their main hubs.
There are also attention-grabbing
events, such the longest distance
non-stop commercial flight flown
by an Emirates Airbus A380 — the
world’s largest passenger plane —
for 14,200km between Dubai and
Auckland in 16 hours, 24 minutes
on March 2nd.
More traditionally, companies are
capitalising on popular destinations
such as Oman and the United Arab
Emirates and religious tourism, including the haj and umrah pilgrimages. There are more flights to the
ancient ruins at Luxor and the resort of Sharm el-Sheikh, in Egypt,
which had been suspended after
the October 31st bombing of a Russian airliner.
Oman Air said it planned to increase its flights from Britain and
looked to build capacity to Iran and

“We try to
subsidise what we
lost in the oil crisis
by planning more
flights to other
destinations.”

Etihad General Manager
James Harrison

First-class apartment on Etihad flights
Saudi Arabia.
“The political turmoil in the
region has benefited tourism in
Oman. People who want to see a
country similar to Syria might come
to Oman as it has a similar culture
with a rich history,” Oman Air Account Manager Paul Rowley said.
A new airport, predicted to handle 12 million passengers the first

year, is to open in 2017 in Muscat
and many hotels are being built in
Oman.
“You can visit the big canyons
and climb mountains,” Rowley
said, outlining Oman’s tourist attractions. “You can see a traditional
Omani village. You can visit the Wahiba sands and Nizwa fort.
“There are no high-rise buildings,

EgyptAir will be adding destinations from Dublin, Manchester and
from Australia/Oceania by 2017.
From Manchester, EgyptAir plans
two flights a day to Luxor.
“We used to fly from Manchester
but for commercial issues it was
stopped. Now we are planning to
restart plans again,” said EgyptAir
Sales and Marketing Officer Kaleem
Nawaz.
The airline is also planning more
flights to Saudi Arabia during the
haj.
From the revolution in 2011 until
2013, there was a 62-65% decrease
in the number of foreign tourists

Abdel-Rahman Ayas is
a Beirut-based business writer.

Dunia El-Zobaidi is a regular Arab
Weekly contributor in London.
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Builder confident
of $20 billion Saudi
housing deal
A South Korean construction
company that jointly won a $20 billion housing deal with Saudi Arabia
said it was confident the project
would go ahead despite the effects
of slumping oil prices on the Gulf
country’s coffers.
Under the deal, a three-party consortium will build 100,000 housing
units and related infrastructure for a
new town near Riyadh. The consortium includes South Korean firms
Daewoo Engineering and Construction and Hanwha Engineering and
Construction, along with local construction firm Saudi Pan Kingdom.
Daewoo Construction spokeswoman Hong Soo-Jin said the company was “fully confident” the
project, the biggest overseas construction deal won by South Korea,
would be realised.
The project to build the new town,
Dahiyat Alfursan, is part of efforts to
relieve a chronic housing shortage in
Saudi Arabia, particularly near the
over-populated capital. The Saudi
government in January announced
a plan to invest $400 billion for the
next seven years to build as many
as 1.5 million houses, according to
Daewoo.
(Agence France-Presse)

A gas platform controlled by the US-Israeli energy group Noble and Delek, in the Mediterranean sea, some 15km west of Israel’s port
city of Ashdod.

Disputes delay Mediterranean gas
projects, expectations take back seat
Walid Khadduri

Beirut

H

igh expectations following natural gas discoveries in the eastern
Mediterranean
have
taken a back seat as the
collapse in oil price has led companies to review planned energy
projects.
Approximately
$200
billion
worth of upstream hydrocarbon
projects have been cancelled or
postponed. The delays involve
eastern Mediterranean gas fields,
including Israel’s Leviathan and
Cyprus’s Aphrodite fields.
The development of Leviathan’s
first stage is estimated to cost $6
billion. A Noble Energy-led consortium, which includes Israel’s
Delek Group, is responsible for the
development of both Leviathan
and Aphrodite fields. It has also
delayed development of Israel’s
smaller gas discoveries. Tamar is
Israel’s only producing gas field so
far, with supplies dedicated to the
domestic market.

Israel is also
considering
exporting electricity
to the European
Union through a
cable across Cyprus
to Europe.
Economic disputes are common
between producing countries and
oil firms. Disagreements surface
during negotiations or even after
conclusion of contracts, causing
delays.
In Israel, the head of the Antitrust Authority (ATA) stated in
December 2014 that Noble’s consortium constituted a monopoly
jeopardising the interests of Israeli
consumers.
ATA argued that the consortium

had discovered nearly all the ten
gas fields in northern Israeli waters, including Tamar and Leviathan. ATA asserted that the consortium’s control of gas supplies to
the Israeli market would enable it
to fix the prices of gas and electricity.
Israel’s plans are for gas to be
the main fuel for power stations.
Accordingly, ATA demanded that
consortium firms divest their
shares in several fields. Consortium members refused to adhere to
ATA’s demand but agreed later to
a compromise that provided for a
much smaller divestment.

EU countries have
expressed interest
in importing eastern
Mediterranean gas.
Israeli Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu opposed ATA’s policy,
arguing the conflict with the consortium hurt Israel’s strategic and
economic interests. During the dispute, which extended throughout
2015, the consortium delayed development of Leviathan. Most of
the agreements signed with Egypt
and Jordan, as well as the Palestinian Authority, were stalled or
annulled because of lack of clarity
over the firms operating the fields.
In Cyprus, oil firms asked Nicosia to modify drilling commitments, arguing that no commercial
discoveries were made after Aphrodite was found. The companies
were under pressure from parent
firms to reduce expenses in light of
the oil price collapse. After months
of talks, it was agreed the companies would drill in different blocks.
Oil-producing countries also encounter differences among their
political parties and groups over
profits to be achieved by oil firms.
In Lebanon, political differences
surfaced even before the first bidding round has taken off.
Israeli political differences were
sparked by ATA in December 2014.

ATA proposed changing contract
terms just as firms were about to
develop the Leviathan field. Netanyahu opposed ATA’s policy and
defeated his opponents in the
Knesset, who argued in favour of
consumers. The head of ATA resigned.
The dispute delayed the development of Leviathan. The consortium studied the possibility of a
joint development of Israel’s Leviathan and Cyprus’s Aphrodite.
Production plans for Leviathan
have been postponed from 2018 to
2019.
Lebanon has encountered a
score of political challenges since
2014. The cabinet failed to give
priority to the gas project, deadlines to go ahead with the first bidding round are three years behind
schedule and several oil firms lost
interest in the bidding process.
EU countries have expressed interest in importing eastern Mediterranean gas, despite its relatively limited reserves, estimated
at about 1% of global reserves. EU
countries declared their intent to
increase gas utilisation, for environmental reasons. The United
States supports the European Union’s policy to reduce dependence
on Russian gas. Russia has the largest gas reserves globally.
Several projects have been proposed to export eastern Mediterranean gas to Europe.

Israel’s plans are for
gas to be the main
fuel for power
stations.
The export of Israeli and Cypriot gas by pipeline, from Israel
through Cyprus to Greece, would
serve Greece and feed into the EU
gas grid. A major hurdle meeting
this project is the sea depth between Cyprus and Greece.
The extension of a pipeline from
Israel through Cyprus to Turkey,
exporting both Cypriot and Israeli

Approximately

$200 billion

worth of upstream
hydrocarbon projects
have been cancelled or
postponed.

gas, would join in Turkey with one
of the East-West gas pipelines to
the European Union but the project would need the resolution of
political disputes between Cyprus
and Turkey and between Israel and
Turkey.
The construction of a liquefied
natural gas (LNG) plant in Cyprus,
serving both Cypriot and Israeli
gas was delayed after the Cypriot
financial crisis.
Israel is also considering exporting electricity to the European Union through a cable across Cyprus
to Europe.
Talks are ongoing concerning
these proposals. There are competing security, national and commercial interests in support of each
proposal. None of the projects
would make a dent in Russia’s gas
market in the European Union.
Egypt’s Shorouk field discovery by Italy’s ENI in August 2015
changed the geopolitics of eastern
Mediterranean gas. Plans include
meeting Egyptian domestic gas
demand; turning Egypt with its
existing gas facilities and two LNG
plants into an eastern Mediterranean gas hub; collecting supplies
from Egyptian and neighbouring
small gas fields to export to Italy
via Shorouk in an undersea pipeline through Libyan waters, using
facilities from two ENI offshore
fields with an existing pipeline to
Italy and connecting with the EU
gas grid.
Walid Khadduri is an Iraqi writer
on energy affairs based in Beirut.

Oman to encourage
household
generation of
solar power
Oman will encourage households
to use solar panels to generate electricity and feed it into the national
grid, Qais al-Zakwani, executive director of the Authority for Electricity Regulation, said.
The policy could put Oman in the
forefront of Middle East countries
promoting widespread use of solar
energy. Its finances severely damaged by low oil prices, the Omani
government is seeking ways to save
money, including a cut in electricity
subsidies for commercial and industrial users.
Zakwani told Reuters the authority aimed to have a mechanism in
place by mid-year for households to
generate power using solar roofing
panels and provide the power to the
grid in exchange for cuts in electricity tariffs.
(Reuters)

Kuwait, Saudi
Arabia agree to
resume output at
disputed oilfield
Saudi Arabia and Kuwait reached
a deal to resume production at the
disputed Khafji offshore oilfield,
Kuwaiti Acting Oil Minister Anas
al-Saleh told parliament during debate.
Saleh, who is also the finance
minister, said the quantities will
increase “gradually” after resolving
issues over which the field was shut
down.
Production at Khafji, which
pumped more than 300,000 barrels per day (bpd) and was jointly
operated by the two countries, was
halted in October 2014. Riyadh cited
environmental issues for the shutdown.
Kuwait had initially said that Saudi Arabia unilaterally stopped production due to pollution concerns
even though it was entitled to five
years’ notice under the joint agreement.
(Agence France-Presse)
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Christians face insecurity in Gaza Strip
Saud Abu Ramadan

Gaza City

G

aza’s Hamas rulers exhibit tolerance, at least publicly, towards the area’s
Christian community but
anti-Christian incidents
during their 10-year-old reign make
it hard for the minority to feel safe.
Kidnappings involving forced
conversion of young Christian men
in Gaza began in 2007 and are ongoing, said Greek Orthodox Archbishop Alexios. He said abductions
are carried out by armed Islamist
groups, but not Hamas.
In 2009, a young Christian man in
Gaza was kidnapped to be forced to
convert but was later found dead.
Investigations failed to identify the
perpetrators or prove that he was
killed for refusing to change his religion. Alexios said others converted
and were released.
Ayman Batniji, a spokesman for
the Hamas-ruled police, called the
abduction claims “baseless”, and
Hamas leader Ismail Haniyeh insisted that Christians and Muslims in
Gaza have “one goal and a common
destiny”.

“Clearly, Israel is
giving Christians in
Gaza a clear
message that it is a
golden opportunity
to leave forever.”
Fadi, a 51-year old merchant.
In other incidents, 14 unidentified gunmen attacked the Young
Men’s Christian Association (YMCA)
in Gaza City in February 2008 and
destroyed its library, burning thousands of books. The library was
used by both Christians and Muslims. Guards who were overpowered by the gunmen told police that
the assailants reprimanded them for
working with “infidels”.
On February 26, 2014, a bomb
planted inside the gate of the Roman Catholic Church, one of Gaza’s
two operating churches, exploded
causing material damage but no fa-

talities. Islamic State (ISIS) militants
claimed responsibility for the attack, in which a note left in the compound, housing a church, school,
nursery, a rectory and a convent,
vowed: “We’ll get you soon, o worshippers of the cross”.
Records of the Roman Catholic
Church in Gaza show that the number of Christians totalled 1,100 individuals in 2016, compared with
3,700 in 2007. They include various
denominations, including Anglicans, but the vast majority is Greek
Orthodox.
Despite
the
discrimination
against them, Christians point out
that more pressing factors are forcing them to flee Gaza, just like many
Muslims.
“Christians feel insecure in Gaza,”
groaned Abu Elias, a 45-year-old
goldsmith.
The reasons, Abu Elias said, were
mainly Israel’s blockade, three
large-scale wars that greatly damaged Gaza and forced living conditions to deteriorate, plus repression
of public freedoms.
Gaza’s Christians are educated
professionals, working as teachers,
doctors and engineers, some with
UN offices dedicated to Palestinian
refugees. Others own private business, such as goldsmiths and real
estate. Many among them hold dual
nationality.
Hamas violently took over Gaza
from the moderate Palestinian Authority (PA) in 2007. The enclave endured three wars with Israel which
has also imposed a crippling siege
and barred Gazans from travelling
outside the enclave.
“It was like living in hell,” said
Tamam al-Sayegh, 55, a Christian
housewife who fled her native Gaza
for Egypt with her husband and four
children in 2013 and moved to Jordan in 2015.
“It’s not safe to live in Gaza, not
even for moderate Muslims,” Sayegh
said. She spoke of daily “intimidation” by armed Islamists and “verbal abuse” by young Muslim men in
the street “because we’re women or
Christians”.
“Some used to mock us as being
the worshippers of the cross,” she
explained. She insisted, however,
that such discrimination did not

A Palestinian Christian woman lights a votive candle during Orthodox Christmas celebrations at the
St Porphyrios Greek Orthodox church in Gaza City, on January 7, 2016.
extend to society at large, where
Christians generally lived in peace
and coexistence with the larger
Muslim community.
“All our neighbours were Muslims
and we’ve never had any problems,”
said Sayegh’s 32-year-old daughter,
Samar Yacoubi, also a mother of
two.
“They used to come and celebrate
Christmas and Easter with us and
we did the same during Muslim holidays,” she pointed out. “We never
discussed religion.”
But both Sayegh and her daughter
said they were forced to abandon
some of their customs and values
to “adapt with a highly conservative society”. That included refraining from mixing with men at social
gatherings, even at home.
Since Hamas took control, it tried
to impose sharia law. It issued relevant regulations, such as amputating hands of thieves and forcing
schoolgirls to cover themselves

from head-to-toe while in public.
Women are banned from smoking
the shisha, unless they have a close
male relative as a companion. Women smoking cigarettes in public are
shunned as “shameful”.
Further moves to transform
Gaza’s once largely secular society
into a highly conservative community were fought by intellectuals,
politicians, civil society leaders and
human rights activists, which forced
Hamas to put its plans on hold.
Another Christian, who identified
himself as Fadi, a 51-year-old merchant and father of four, said Israel
was encouraging the emigration of
Gaza’s Christians.
Days before Easter, which was
celebrated by Roman Catholics on
March 27th, Israel issued permits to
850 Christians to visit relatives in Israel and the West Bank.
“It’s the first time the number is
so high,” Fadi said, pointing out that
previously Israel had occasionally

allowed a maximum of 450 to leave.
He said Israel also revoked its restriction on the age, allowing Gaza’s
Christian men under 30 to leave.
“Clearly, Israel is giving Christians in Gaza a clear message that
it is a golden opportunity to leave
forever,” added Fadi, whose family received permits. He said they
planned to leave for the West Bank
and possibly remain there until conditions improved in Gaza.
Abu Elias, the goldsmith, said he
and his family were leaving soon for
Ramallah in the West Bank.
“We will stay there because living conditions are much better,” he
said.
Saud Abu Ramadan, based in Gaza,
is an Arab Weekly correspondent
who has been reporting on the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict for 28
years. With additional reporting by
Jamal J. Halaby, The Arab Weekly’s
Levant editor, based in Jordan.

Lebanese rivals work at reconciliation in Tripoli
Omar Ibrahim

Tripoli, Lebanon

T

he voice of fabric vendor
Ali Ramadan is ringing out
once again after the end of
six years of fighting which
turned Souq al-Kamh, the
old grain market in Lebanon’s second largest city, into a front line between Sunni and Alawite militias.
The rivalry between Tripoli’s
mainly Alawite neighbourhood of
Jabal Mohsen and the mainly Sunni
Bab Tabbaneh, divided by the souq
and adjacent Syria Street, was exacerbated by Syria’s civil war, with the
former supporting the Damascus regime and the latter the opposition.
Calm was restored two years ago,
with the deployment of the Lebanese Army under a stringent security plan. Since then, private peacebuilding initiatives, supported by
international organisations, have
helped rehabilitate the area and
brought former enemies together
on reconstruction and development
projects.
Ramadan, an Alawite from Jabal
Mohsen, stood outside his shop
chatting with Adel Samidi, a Sunni
from Bab Tabbaneh, who owns a
store next to his in Souq al-Kamh.
“I have worked in this shop for more
than 45 years and most of my neighbours were from the Sunni sect, but
fighting and decades of instability forced many to leave the souq,”
Ramadan said.
“With security re-established, we

hope the souq will be revived again,
especially after its restoration by associations and institutions of civil
society.”
The Council of Tabbaneh Youth
and the Association of Azm and
Saada (Arabic for “Determination
and Happiness”) are among groups
that have been involved in restoration and development projects undertaken by residents of the rival
quarters, including former fighters.
“We are a group of young people
who have suffered a lot from violence and decided to use our energy
and capacities to serve the region
that reels under tremendous poverty and deprivation. We do our
utmost for development and work

on reinforcing reconciliation among
the inhabitants,” said Council of
Tabbaneh Youth Director Khaled
Shakhshir.
“We did many projects and others are under way, but the most
important thing is that most works
are being done voluntarily by young
people from the two [warring]
neighbourhoods. This is an achievement by itself.”
In addition to removing the traces of fighting, the civil society’s
initiatives sought to reinstate an
ambience of joy and happiness. “A
celebration to mark the completion
of the souq’s restoration included
entertainment and a music night in
which amateurs from Jabal Mohsen

Souk al-Kamh on the former front line between Jabal Mohsen and
Bab Tabbaneh was rehabilitated by volunteers including ex-rival
gunmen.

and Bab Tabbaneh teamed up to
sing for peace and love,” Shakhshir
said.
Souq al-Kamh hosts 1,000 shops
and is connected to Syria Street, an
infamous landmark of Tripoli violence. Fighters, who traded gunfire
across the street just two years ago,
are now running a joint venture
there.
Our Café, a cultural coffee shop
opened in early March, is housed in
a building that, just a few months
ago, was pockmarked with bullet
holes, with all the windows blown
out. Today, its smooth walls are
painted yellow, green, purple and
pink. The café includes a professional sound system and a small
stage where concerts, plays, standup comedy shows and rap will be
staged twice weekly.
Baal al-Darawish, near Syria
Street, was also devastated by the
fighting. Alawite and Sunni volunteers started restoration work there,
including the replacement of 300
windows and doors.
“I have never expected that one
day I would be standing next to
those I was fighting… working and
sitting together every day after
we had been communicating with
weapons,” said Mohammad Samrout, a 37-year-old former fighter
from Bab Tabbaneh.
“Today we are rebuilding what
we have destroyed at the behest of
political leaders who made us enemies, only to let us down to face our
fate by ourselves,” he said. “That is
why we have decided to join civil
society groups to help alleviate pov-

erty in our areas and to turn the page
on the sufferings of war.”
His comments were backed by Ali
Zaza who fought on behalf of his
Alawite community. “I used to open
up with my automatic rifle from a
position overlooking Syria Street,”
he said. “I never imagined that one
day I will return to this street and sit
in a café with those who were firing
back at me.

“I have never
expected that one
day I would be
standing next to
those I was
fighting…”
Mohammad Samrout,
a former fighter from Bab
Tabbaneh.
“I will never carry weapons again
but I fear for the younger generation
whose difficult economic and social
conditions might be exploited to
woo them into fighting.”
Residents of Jabal Mohsen and
Bab Tabbaneh discovered they have
a lot in common. They live in impoverished quarters, suffer from
marginalisation, neglect and high
unemployment that pushed many
to resort to violence.
“For six years, I volunteered in arbitrary fighting. I am ready to volunteer in doing good for much longer,”
said Zaza.
Omar Ibrahim is a reporter based in
northern Lebanon.
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Sufism in Morocco ‘a powerful weapon’ against extremism
Saad Guerraoui

Casablanca

M

ore than a dozen worshippers gather every
Sunday after al-Asr
prayer at the Darqawiya Zawiya (shrine) in
Casablanca’s old medina to engage
in Sufi dhikr of Allah and his Prophet Mohammad as a way to remember God’s blessing.
They start with a Quran recitation
of Surate Yassin followed by Machichiya prayer, which is a dua (supplication) during which they invoke
the Almighty God for his grace.
The Machichiya prayer originates
from the Sufi saint Abdeslam Alami Ben Mchich, who was born in
northern Morocco. He later moved
to Jebel La’lam south of Tangier
where his mausoleum is now located. He is the founder of the Tariqa
Chadiliya (Chadili School) and is
believed to be a descendant of the
Prophet.

The Tariqa
Boutchichiya has
become the rising
star of the kingdom’s
brotherhoods since
King Mohammed
VI’s ascent to the
throne.
“The one-day moussem is held
annually during the last Sunday of
September,” said Ahmed Lakrary,
the supervisor of the Darqawiya
Zawiya, who fondly recalled when
many Europeans used to flock to
the shrine about 15 years ago.
Sufism is the mystical aspect of
Islam that invites worshippers to
an experience billed as being full of

bliss, mysticism and spiritual rapture.
Moroccan culture has been profoundly influenced by Sufism. Sufi
festivals, such as the Sufi Culture
Festival in Fez, are held every year,
drawing crowds from as far away as
South America.

“It’s Wahhabism
that has destroyed
the image of our
beautiful religion in
the West.”
Ben Issa Zemrani Chahbouni,
Moqaddam (rector) of the
Darqawiya Zawiya
One of the main influential zawiyas in Morocco is the Boutchichiya
Zawiya which has been playing an
important role in political Islam
since the protectorate.
The Tariqa Boutchichiya has become the rising star of the kingdom’s brotherhoods since King Mohammed VI’s ascent to the throne. It
has become a privileged lever of the
monarchy’s religious policy.
In November 2002, King Mohammed VI replaced Abdelkebir Alaoui
M’daghri, who had been minister
of Islamic Affairs for 18 years, with
historian Ahmed Taoufiq, a Sufi follower of the Tariqa Boutchichiya.
As the head of the powerful ministry, Taoufiq advocated the rehabilitation of Sufi Islam, popular among
millions of Moroccans and loathed
by Salafi orthodoxy.
After the deadly Casablanca terrorist attacks in May 2003 perpetrated by Moroccan jihadists, King Mohammed VI reinforced his grip on
religious affairs in order to promote
a tolerant and moderate version of
Islam in the face of rising extremism.
The rise of Sufism in the North

Moqaddam Ben Issa reading Machichiya prayer.
African kingdom was boosted by a
US think-tank RAND report in 2004,
three years after the attacks of September 11th.
RAND’s report called for the
George W. Bush administration to
encourage Sufi movements in Muslim countries to isolate the growing
Salafist extremist and Wahhabi ideologies that were threatening the
West.
“It’s Wahhabism that has destroyed the image of our beautiful
religion in the West,” said Ben Issa
Zemrani Chahbouni, the moqaddam
(rector) of the Darqawiya Zawiya, a
domed shrine painted in white and
green, a symbolic colour of Sufism.

Salafi/Wahhabi currents, which
claim to represent orthodox Islam,
seek to reduce the influence of Sufi
brotherhoods in the Muslim world.
“Sufism is considered as a tool to
get out of the framework of a strict
and literal form of orthodoxy and a
powerful weapon to fight extremist
ideologies thanks to its moderation
and rich history,” said Chahbouni.
Last January, King Mohammed V
delivered donations from his own
money and gifts to a number of popular mausoleums and Sufi shrines
across Morocco on the occasion of
the 17th anniversary of the late King
Hassan II’s death.
This royal tradition seeks to sup-

port mausoleums and Sufi shrines
as the king’s words of religious tolerance, moderation and harmony are
omnipresent in Sufi life. Nearly two
years ago in a letter read at the opening of the third international forum
of Tariqa Tijaniya disciples in Fez,
King Mohammed VI praised the role
of Sufism in the dissemination of
spiritual security and values of love
and harmony in order to “block the
road to the singers of radicalism, terrorism, dissension, dismemberment
and mystifying doctrines”.

Sufism encourages believers to
disengage from the material world,
which includes politics and government, to better align oneself with
the spiritual world and learn the
truth of God. Sufism teaches that
the material world is all illusion
and, because of its illusive nature,
it is better to free oneself from the
bounds of material life and search
for reality and understanding in the
divine.
Religion has always been important to Moroccans but it has been
moderate and tolerant. Jews lived
and thrived in Morocco for 2,000
years, thanks to this moderation.
When the Sephardic Jews were
kicked out of Spain in 1492, Morocco was one of the few countries that
opened its doors to them.

cent of ancient pagan rites.
Since the “Arab spring” in 2011,
the establishment, which had always favoured Sufi Islam, increased
its support of religious lodges, such
as the powerful Boutchichiya lodge
in Berkane, which boasts 2 million
members worldwide, including
civil servants, intellectuals and government officials.
In Morocco, there are dozens of
other Sufi lodges and orders that
owe allegiance to the monarchy and
give it its religious legitimacy and
political strength.
Realising that the fragmentation of religious representation will
make the imarat al-mu’minin (commandership of the faithful) stronger
and more legitimate, the king has
even allowed the presence of Moroccan Shias in northern Morocco,
under strict conditions of allegiance
to the monarchy.
Morocco has gone through the
Arab uprisings and the ensuing Islamist power takeover unscathed,
thanks to the predominance of Sufi
Islam in the majority of the Moroccan territory, which is almost as old
as the monarchy itself.
Moroccan Sufism, represented by
Maraboutism, is tolerant, open and
accepting of the other in his “otherness”, has earned the country
worldwide respect. Today, many
countries are approaching Morocco
to benefit from its religious experience, especially in imam training.
Dozens of foreign students are registered in the Imam Academy of
Rabat. Moroccan Islam is couched
in Sufism.
That has proved to be a successful
antidote against religious extremism and proof that the “Moroccan
exception” is a tangible reality in
the Muslim world.

‘Moroccan Islam’ is couched in Sufism
Mohamed Chtatou

Rabat

I

n Morocco, as in other Arab
countries, Islamism has taken
root in poverty-stricken areas
and the outskirts of major industrial cities.
In 2003, Casablanca experienced
terrorist attacks at a popular tourist
restaurant and internet café. Suicide bombers, from the shanty town
of Sidi Moumen, aimed an attack
directly towards discouraging Western influence by literally ridding the
place of its perpetrators — Western
tourists in Morocco.
The second attack, at an internet café, perhaps more indirectly
discouraged Western influence because it was at a cyber venue. This
could be seen as a statement against
outside influences that could permeate Moroccan society by way of
the internet.
However, radical Islamism is seen
as a threat to the stability of Morocco’s government because it invokes
violence and destruction and challenges the regime. In Morocco the
radical Islamist narrative is a challenge to the Moroccan king because
it casts doubt about his legitimacy as
amir al-mu’minin — the “commander of the faithful” or head of religion.
As much as Islamism is concerned
with permeating external areas of
life, Sufism is focused on the internal workings of each individual. It
sees religion as stresseing personal
enlightenment by encouraging people to look into themselves to find
Allah.
Sufis are focused on their search
for a way inside themselves that
will lead them to God. They believe
that the path to Him can be found
through meditation and purification. Because Sufism is so internally
focused, Sufis are seen as apolitical
and uninvolved in political affairs.

There are hundreds
of shrines of saints
around Morocco
with a reputation of
different healing
powers.

A 2014 file picture shows members of the Tijaniyya Brotherhood
praying, in the Moroccan city of Fes, during the commemoration
of the 100th anniversary of the death of Sheikh Ahmed al-Tijani.

Moroccan Islam — a term rejected
by Islamists who believe there is
only one Islam with no local colourations — is a mixture of Sufism
and Maraboutism. The Sufis arrived
from the east around the 15th century and spread across the country,
preaching a moderate Islam to uneducated farmers.
On their death they were elevated
to the rank of saint: marabout. People built shrines on their tombs and
gave them baraka — divine grace —
attributes that allow healing powers.
There are hundreds of shrines
of saints around Morocco with a
reputation of different healing powers and whose baraka is celebrated
every year at the end of the agricultural cycle with a festival organised
by the entire tribe for days, reminis-

Saad Guerraoui is a frequent
contributor to The Arab Weekly on
Maghreb issues.

Mohamed Chtatou is a professor
at the University of Mohammed V
in Rabat.
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UAE’s Al Dhafra Festival captured in Greek
artist’s photographic exhibition
The Arab Weekly staff

Abu Dhabi

A

bu Dhabi’s Etihad Modern Art Gallery recently had an exhibition
showcasing the work of
cutting-edge Greek photographic and visual artist Yiannis
Roussakis.
The event, titled Million Street,
focused on the 2015 Al Dhafra Festival, an annual event that celebrates
Emirati heritage and brings together camel herders and farmers from
across the Gulf and North Africa.
During the festival, camels are
traded and used in a number of
competitions, including a beauty
contest. Roussakis, who is based
in Abu Dhabi, spent ten days in the
camps beside Million Street and
produced a series of images capturing the atmosphere and emotion of
the event.

The Abu Dhabi
exhibition
showcased the
work of Greek
photographic artist
Yiannis Roussakis.
Born and raised in Athens, Roussakis has spent 12 years producing
art all over the world, including
South-East Asia, Qatar, Mexico,
Ghana, India, Oman, Scotland and
London. Roussakis said he strives
to explore the surreal nature of
seemingly trivial objects, spaces
and moments, reflecting the idea
that our personal reality is a state of

dreaming.
The photographer has presented
work in solo and collective shows
in London, Athens, Glasgow, Dubai
and Abu Dhabi. He was commended at the 2012 Sony World Photo
Awards and included in the final
show at Somerset House in London.

The contemporary
art scene in the UAE
is arguably the most
cutting edge in the
Middle East.
Roussakis’s artwork is mainly
carefully considered and stylised
imagery, mostly in black and white,
often with the addition of colour
layers, digital elements or collage
techniques. For Million Street he
often switched to a more realistic,
documentary style to capture the
moment and depict what was happening at Al Dhafra Festival.
In a recent interview regarding
his time at the festival, Roussakis
emphasised that the event was
much more than a camel trade
show.
“After a few days, it became
clear to me that, although they
were there to trade camels, the
real reason people were there was
to express their joy for life,” Roussakis told Abu Dhabi’s the National
newspaper.
“These days, it is very rare to find
people who are not overly self-conscious regarding their appearance
— not thinking about how they are
perceived and just living life for the
joy of living. I saw a huge release
of emotions all around me and it
didn’t need to be intellectualised or

A visitor at the Million Street exhibition in Abu Dhabi.
justified — these people were simply happy.”
Commenting on the art scene in
the United Arab Emirates, Roussakis, in an earlier interview with
the National, said: “Anyone who is
involved in art in Abu Dhabi should
take an extra step to contribute to
the growth of the scene. It is important for all artists to move in
different directions, to show in galleries and to the general public.”
The contemporary art scene in

the UAE is arguably the most cutting edge in the Middle East. Government initiatives supporting the
arts, coupled with a vibrant expatriate community have allowed the
UAE to prosper.
Additionally, in its efforts to promote the arts, the UAE is later this
year to unveil its own Louvre museum in Abu Dhabi. The project, a
result of a 30-year agreement between Abu Dhabi and the French
government, is part of a $27 billion

(Arab Weekly Photo)
tourist and cultural development
that will showcase works from a
number of prominent French museums, including the Louvre, the
Centre Georges Pompidou, the Musée d’Orsay and Palace of Versailles.
Another boon to the art scene
in the UAE is the Art Dubai Fair.
The annual event, which had its
tenth instalment in March, saw a
diverse line-up of about 90 galleries from the UAE and around the
world.

Najla AlKhalifa’s lens on Saudi Arabia
Najwa Saad

Washington

T

he Arab Gulf States Institute used its Washington
offices to host 1001 Lights,
an exhibit by internationally recognised Saudi photographer Najla AlKhalifa, who wore
an abaya and hijab, “on purpose”.
With her one-woman cultural diplomacy show, AlKhalifa said she
feels blessed that she can travel and
convey the message of the Saudi
people and that “how I look in Saudi
Arabia did not stop me from completing my master’s in English literature”.
“The abaya is on my body,” she
continued, “but not [on] my mind.
You can find people all over the
world who don’t have objectives for
their lives… I have this dream; the
limitations are [only] inside. I’m a
mother, daughter and wife and my
family [are] supporting me to express myself… My role is to show
lesser-known aspects of Saudi Arabia.”

“I think art can build
bridges of
understanding we’re
all the same.”
Najla AlKhalifa

Untitled, by Najla AlKhalifa.

Asked to comment on the rise of
radicals, she said they “do not represent the Islamic world or religion, I
think art can build bridges of understanding we’re all the same.”
AlKhalifa’s photographs open a
window into rarely seen natural, archaeological, architectural and geological features. Besides her artistic
vocation, she works at the Saudi
Ministry of Tourism whose tagline
reads: “Saudi Tourism: Experience
to Discover.”
People don’t associate Saudi

Arabia with secular tourism; the
country’s reputation evokes more
don’ts than do’s but tourists are invited to “magical Saudi Arabia” to
dive amid sea coral and lounge on
breathtaking beaches, visit archaeological sites and enjoy adventures.
AlKhalifa explores and wins awards
for her photographs while seamlessly promoting tourism.
The exhibit was arranged in seven
groups, featuring the kingdom’s
archaeological heritage, geological wonders, architecture and displays on Japan and England. Clearly
AlKhalifa is captivated by the striking contrasts, patterns and colours:
from thriving Japanese bamboo
to the desert and remarkable rock
formations. A fascinating series focused on the Waba crater, an ancient
crystal-covered volcanic basin.
Anyone who has seen the Treasury at Petra in Jordan will recognise
the architecture of Mada’in Saleh (Al
Hijr). The World Heritage site features similar ninth-century buildings, constructed by the Nabateans,
who ruled from Petra in the north to
Mada’in Saleh, their southern trading capital.
Saudi Ambassador to the United
States Prince Abdullah bin Faisal bin
Turki bin Abdullah Al Saud praised
AlKhalifa for her talent and accomplishments, noting the importance
of cultural expression.
“I hope we can catch up,” he said,
explaining that Saudi art has typically taken the form of “words and
colloquial poetry”.
He commented surprisingly candidly on the challenge of moving
the society forward to embrace
the arts and remarked how “other
countries feel art is important for
humanity.” With a bit of humour,
he pointed to “those at home who
purchased Western art — sometimes
paintings to match their sofas and
curtains,” saying, “In fact, we didn’t
have these traditions, so far” but he
was optimistic. AlKhalifa spoke enthusiastically about the arts scene,

saying that artistic expression and
training are rapidly increasing and
that, as far as the gender-barrier,
she is among several leading women
photographers and PhDs at the ministry. She said she hopes to produce
a book about the country’s diverse
Saudi architecture.

“The abaya is on my
body,” she
continued, “but not
[on] my mind.”
Najla AlKhalifa
“I didn’t bring [such photos] here”
she said, “because people will [focus] on the old part of our heritage.”
She explained that many old houses
have been turned into museums and
eco-lodges.
Born in the United States, AlKhalifa was raised in Riyadh and spent
most of her life in Saudi Arabia. A
wife and mother of two, she has
more than 35 awards to her name.
In July, she became the first woman to receive the coveted French Px3
Competition gold award. She’d previously won Px3’s bronze and silver
awards.
AlKhalifa said she wanted to show
Americans that a woman in traditional dress can still be free in her
own mind. “The only restrictions
are in themselves. It’s in your personality where you are. The limitations are inside everyone. People
have to pursue their dreams,” she
said.
When AlKhalifa declined to have
her picture taken with the AGSI
president and ambassador, he
quipped: “You see, it’s the women
who do this to themselves!” Adamant to not be in focus herself, she
asked “everyone here to try to find a
lens to tell your story”.
Najwa Saad is a Washington
correspondent for The Arab Weekly.
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Caricature in Iraq — a resilient art under threat
Oumayma Omar

Baghdad

A

hmad Fallah, Mortada
Kazar and Haytham
Radi are Iraqi cartoonists whose drawings that
mock and criticise Iraqi
politicians and clergy made them
famous but also have them under
constant threat by political parties
and extremists.
The caricatures, shared extensively on social media, became
popular and were used in anti-corruption protests expressing anger
at politicians and Islamic parties
that cover for them.
Although satirical art is not new
to Iraq, it has thrived since 2003,
tackling a wide range of political, economic and security issues.
Such criticism was banned under
Saddam Hussein’s dictatorship.
Cartoonists, however, have been
threatened by militias, forcing
many to flee Iraq. The offices of AlSabah Al-Jadid newspaper were attacked in 2015 for publishing a caricature of Iranian Supreme Leader
Ayatollah Ali Khamenei.

Cartoonists have
been threatened by
militias, forcing
many to flee Iraq.
“I have left Iraq in 2014 after
receiving threats from Jaysh alMukhtar militia for drawing a
caricature of their leader, Wathiq
al-Battat, on the cover of al-Fikr
magazine,” says Fallah, who now
lives in Indonesia.
“Had I stayed in Iraq, I would
have definitely been liquidated because of my drawings, which are
gaining wide popularity among the
youth for criticising figures who
are considered as untouchable and
‘sacred’,” Fallah said in a Skype interview.
Among his most popular caricatures and one that drew the
wrath of Islamists is a depiction of
Saddam wearing the turban of a

cleric, with a prayer bump on the
forehead, mockingly showing his
dedication to prayer.
While in Jakarta, Fallah drew the
leader of the Sadrist movent, cleric
Muqtada al-Sadr, holding a Cuban
cigar, and former Iraqi prime minister Nuri al-Maliki sitting in the
courtroom dock where Saddam was
placed during his trial for crimes
against Iraqis.
Being outside Iraq gave Fallah
more margin of freedom of expression, though it is more difficult
for him to follow developments at
home.
“I constantly monitor Iraqi politicians, read about their stances and
listen to their declarations to help
me clarify the idea or theme of my
caricatures. I sometimes rely on
friends to feed me with data and
fresh information about developments,” he added.
Fallah’s social media accounts,
which are followed by thousands
of Iraqis, are the spaces he uses to
express himself. “No local (Iraqi)
publication published my drawings
because they will be simply threatened or prosecuted,” he said. “Social media helped disseminate my
works, especially the caricatures
of the turbaned Saddam and cigarsmoking Muqtada al-Sadr, which
were well-received by the public
and raised during demonstrations.”
Ziad al-Ajili, director of Iraq’s
Journalistic Freedoms Observatory,
said that “the idea of cartoons is not
seen as an art with a purpose in Iraq
but rather as a way of ridiculing the
depicted persons. This is how most
political parties view it.”
“Threatening cartoonists is not
something new. It is an old problem
that was produced by the nature of
Iraq’s political systems. Iraq is certainly not an ideal environment to
express oneself,” Ajili said.
Haytham Radi, who is known for
his original caricatures, emphasised a growing boldness of young
cartoonists in raising sensitive issues. “Cartoonists in the ‘70s and
‘80s were much more conservative
than the present generation, who
could expand and reach far through
Facebook without having to resort

Ahmad Fallah’s cartoon of Muqtada al-Sadr with a Cuban cigar.
to newspapers or magazines.”
Initially a writer, Radi shifted to
satire 20 years ago, using drawings
instead of words to convey his ideas. “To ‘draw’ an idea is much more
difficult but recipients have a much
bigger margin to interpret drawings,” he said.
“For instance, I was among the
first to tackle religious fundamentalism and expose extremists,
without, however, digging into inner causes. The idea was to portray
extremism as a problem in general and it could reach all (parties)
without exception,” he explained,
stressing, though, that in Iraq “one
should be vigilant about challenging taboos”.
Cartoonist Mortada Kazar, 34,

who doubles as scriptwriter, said
his works target the intellectual
elite with the aim of provoking discussion and debate of ideologies.
“The idea is to shed light on the
situation in the country and not on
a specific event or development,”
he said.
In his drawings, Kazar expresses
his own personal reading or opinion on the situation in Iraq. He said:
“I specifically want the so-called
‘religious, pious people’ and the
authorities who have been tyrannising Iraqis and confiscating their
freedoms to get the messages.”
He noted, however, that “these
people do not read what we write
or see what we draw but cartoonists (have only the pen), not arms

Gaza’s MC Gaza: Militant turned rapper

Oumayma Omar, based in
Baghdad, is a contributor to the
Culture and Society sections of The
Arab Weekly.

can’t take the censorship anymore.
“Rap is my passion and seeing
how it suffers here, this could pose
a serious problem for me in my personal life.”
Ghuneim is far from alone in his
struggle to pursue his passion as
a rap musician in Gaza. Amman
Mughamis said he returned to Gaza
from Lebanon in 2001 during the
second uprising against Israel’s
rule.

Saud Abu Ramadan

Gaza City

A

s a 13-year-old, 11 years
ago, Ibrahim Ghuneim
wanted to become a jihadist and take up arms
against Israeli occupiers in Gaza. However, it took only
one rap music concert to change his
mind.
“I was really on my way to become
a jihadist,” said Ghuneim, a wellknown rapper who goes by the stage
name MC Gaza.
“Had it not been for rap, I might
have joined the Palestinian resistance and taken up arms against Israel,” added the still-rebellious, yet
charming, Ghuneim.
After that concert in 2005, Ghuneim said he rushed home to check
the internet for famous rappers to
learn from.
“I took to the internet to learn
everything about rap music. I found
Eminem and went from there,” Ghuneim said, referring to the Grammy
award-winning American rapper,
songwriter, producer and actor from
Detroit, Michigan.
“At first, I started doing it as a
kind of challenge but then I couldn’t
stop,” Ghuneim said.
Now, he hopes to become an international celebrity or at least Gaza’s
Eminem. “I won’t give up my desire
to become a global rapper, especially after I had successful experiences
over the past ten years,” Ghuneim
said.
In that decade, he has performed
with Algerian rapper Fares Weld El

or militiamen like the powerful
people in the government and the
political parties.”
With no protection for freedom
of expression, cartoonists in Iraq
will continue facing criticism and
threats but Radi said he is determined to keep on exposing rampant corruption, political rivalries,
insecurity and religious extremism.
“We might not be able to change
the existing equation,” he said,
“but with our concerted efforts we
can at least alleviate hatred and enmities.”

“At first, I started
doing it as a kind of
challenge but then I
couldn’t stop.”
Ibrahim Ghuneim

Ibrahim Ghuneim
Alma, a Danish rapper and Palestinian singers living in Israel, among
others.
For many in conservative Gaza,
ruled by Islamist militant group
Hamas, rap is seen as an alien commodity imported from “decadent”
Western cultures.
“There’s little appreciation for rap
as an art and for rappers as talented
artists,” Ghuneim said. “People here
think that rap is haram, or banned
by the religion, while they (Hamas)
think that we’re imitating bad habits

from the West.”
Socially, he said his profession
may not be acceptable to the family
of a girl he might want to marry. “If I
want to get married, nobody will respect that I am a rapper. They won’t
accept me. They think it’s shameful
to be a rapper,” Ghuneim said.
Rap has existed in Gaza since the
1990s when young Palestinian musical groups returned from Tunisia,
Algeria and Lebanon after performing in festivals.
Currently, Ghuneim said he was

in a performing lull. There are two
theatres in Gaza but neither allows
rappers to perform because their
owners do not like the music, he
said, mentioning that a rapper must
be sure his songs bear no political
ramifications, as a Hamas regulation
that bans inciting public sentiments
can be widely interpreted.
“Like everyone else, we face censorship by the de facto authorities,
Hamas, if we cross certain lines,”
said Ghuneim, who maintained that
often “I reach my limits and just

“It was terrible times and we
wanted to do something, away from
the violence,” Mughamis said.
He said one of his early rap songs,
which focused on living conditions
in Gaza, became too politicised with
many rioters singing it.
“I’m afraid for my family, for my
daughter,” he said, noting that in
2015, Hamas questioned him about
his music for five hours. “They
wanted to show me that they’re
there and watching me.”
He said when one of his albums
was launched in France in March
2015, he was not allowed to take his
family with him. On a positive note,
Ghuneim said rap music can bring
joy to people of Gaza by taking their
minds off the miseries they have endured during the past decade.
“Rap is certainly it,” he insisted,
pointing his thumb up.
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Al Jazeera announces further cutbacks
as it adjusts ‘business model’
The Arab Weekly staff

London

Q

atar’s international news
broadcaster Al Jazeera
announced it would
eliminate 500 jobs in its
latest cutbacks, as the
tiny Gulf state and its Arab neighbours continue to fiscally adjust to
dwindling oil and gas revenues.
The cuts came via memo from Al
Jazeera Director-General Mostefa
Souag, who described the lay-offs
as a “workforce optimisation initiative” designed to be in line with
modern media changes and challenges.
Souag’s memo stated the network
must “consider and respond to the
large-scale changes under way in
the media landscape”. Leading media organisations across the world
are being forced to redefine their
business models and “Al Jazeera is
no exception”, he said.
It was the second set of cutbacks
by the news outlet in less than three
months. In January, the US offshoot
of Al Jazeera announced it would
be ending its operations as of April
30th, cutting 700 jobs in the process.
Factoring in both sets of cutbacks
means the network is shedding 20%
of its global workforce, bringing the
overall number to 4,000.
Al Jazeera America failed to resonate with viewers, attracting an
average prime-time audience of
34,000 in 2015, a dismal figure when
compared to cable news channel
leader Fox News, which averaged
1.72 million prime-time viewers during the same period.
The channel’s representatives
blamed the operation’s closure on
the US economy, stressing that “the
Al Jazeera America business model
is simply not sustainable in light of
the economic challenges in the US
media marketplace”.
Al Jazeera, founded in 1996, is one
of the few modern success stories
to come out of the Gulf in terms of
global recognition. During a period

A file photo shows staff at the English-language newsroom at the headquarters of the Qatar-based Al Jazeera satellite channel in Doha.
when profits and cost-cutting measures were not an issue, the Dohabased channel became a global
brand name, to the degree that it
ranked as the world’s fifth most influential brand in 2005, behind such
heavyweights as Apple, Google and
Starbucks, in a survey of readers of
Interbrand’s Brandchannel.com.
The channel’s editorial policy upset a number of Middle East countries, including Saudi Arabia and
Egypt, and the latter accused it of
being too favourable to the Muslim
Brotherhood.
This led to an international incident in which Egyptian authorities
arrested several Al Jazeera correspondents on terrorism charges dur-

ing the 2013 revolution.
Qatar’s economic challenges continue to accumulate, with Doha
forecasting a budget deficit of more
than $12 billion in 2016, its first in 15
years. Also a drain on resources is
its hosting duties for the 2022 FIFA
World Cup.

Egypt accused it of
being too favourable
to the Muslim
Brotherhood.
The cost of completing projects
related to the event is proving to be
a challenge, particularly since construction costs in Qatar are the high-

est in the Gulf Cooperation Council
(GCC) region, according to experts.
Deloitte estimates it will cost Doha
$200 billion to host the World Cup, a
much bigger investment than South
Africa’s $4 billion in 2010 and Brazil’s $15 billion in 2014. Russia has
budgeted $11.8 billion for the 2018
World Cup.
The Doha government has asked
banks to provide a $5.5 billion loan
to help reduce domestic borrowing as the government continues to
finance preparations for the World
Cup.
According to Al Jazeera, the latest cuts mostly affect the channel’s
Doha operation, with 300 positions
being lost there. The remainder

would be in its global operation. The
latest cuts apparently spared the
employees of its English-language
channel, Al Jazeera International.
In terms of a long-term solution,
Doha is on par with the rest of the
GCC with regards to the need to diversify its economy beyond petrodollars, something the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) said Qatar is
well on its way to achieving.
IMF Managing Director Christine
Lagarde said during a visit to Doha
in November that “as far as Qatar,
there have been solid and strong
policy measures to diversify the
economy”, describing current economic circumstances as a “wake-up
call”.

Erdogan government putting pressure on Turkish journalists
Thomas Seibert

Istanbul

T

here are times when Emrah Ulker gets a fright
when he hears someone
walking in the door. Ulker, foreign news editor
at Ozgur Dusunce, a daily newspaper in Istanbul, remembers police
storming the building of his former
newspaper Bugun when the government of Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan took over the
publication.
“We expect the police to turn up
here any day,” Ulker, 44, said as he
sat at his desk in the Ozgur Dusunce
newsroom. “We are not an opposition newspaper. We are a normal
one. Being a normal newspaper
makes us a target.”

Erdogan’s Turkey
critics blame him for
increasing pressure
on the media.
Erdogan’s Turkey has come under
severe criticism for what the president’s detractors say is increasing
pressure on the media. Like Bugun
in 2015, Zaman, another daily critical of the government, was put under the control of court-appointed
trustees in March. Both newspapers suddenly became pro-Erdogan
outlets. Prominent journalists Can
Dundar and Erdem Gul were put on
trial on March 25th for publishing
an article about alleged arms ship-

ments by Turkey to Syrian rebels.
Reporters Without Borders, a media freedom advocacy group, ranks
Turkey 149th out of 180 countries in
an index measuring press freedom.
Since becoming president in 2014,
Erdogan has launched nearly 2,000
lawsuits against journalists and
others for alleged insults against
him. Emma Sinclair-Webb, senior
Turkey researcher at Human Rights
Watch, said the takeover of Zaman,
which followed the blocking of two
television stations critical of the
government, was “the latest blow
to free speech in Turkey”.
The government denies that
there is any such pressure on the
media. Erdogan has said Turkish
media were freer than those in any
other country. Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoglu has argued that proceedings against Bugun and Zaman
as well as the Dundar and Gul trial
were actions by an independent
judiciary and outside the government’s control.
But Ulker said the reality was
different. Reporters at Ozgur Dusunce, whose name means “Free
Thought”, have been denied press
cards by the government and are
barred from attending government
news conferences.
Ulker, a journalist with 20 years’
experience, said government officials refuse to talk to his reporters.
“If I meet an official by chance, say
on the bus or somewhere else, he
will act as if he doesn’t know me,”
Ulker said. He said companies were
not taking out ads in Ozgur Dusunce for fear of government reprisals. The paper was surviving on the

Turkish news editor Emrah Ulker
income generated by selling about
50,000 copies every day.
Like Bugun and Zaman before the
takeovers, Ozgur Dusunce is seen
as being close to the Hizmet movement of Fethullah Gulen, a USbased Islamic preacher who used
to support Erdogan but broke with
him in 2013. Erdogan has accused
Gulen of plotting to overthrow the
elected government, a charge Gulen
denies. Thousands of Gulen followers have been purged from the judiciary and the police force. Numerous supporters of the movement
have been arrested in what Gulen
associates say is a witch-hunt.

(Photo credit: Thomas Seibert)
Reports said a court in Istanbul
accepted a charge sheet by prosecutors against media mogul Aydin
Dogan, owner of the high-selling
Hurriyet newspaper, the CNN-Turk
news channels and other media. Erdogan supporters say Dogan media
side with government critics. The
prosecution is calling for a 24-year
jail sentence for Dogan in connection with business irregularities
concerning a chain of petrol stations he owns.
Erdogan personally filed a criminal complaint against Dundar and
Gul after their newspaper, Cumhuriyet, published the story about

alleged arms shipments. At the
trial in Istanbul, the prosecution is
asking life-in-prison sentences be
given the journalists. The court accepted Erdogan as a plaintiff at the
trial and ordered closed sessions.
Erdogan blasted Western diplomats
who attended the opening of the
trial in support of press freedom.
Critics say pressure on the media demonstrates that Turkey is no
longer governed by the rule of law.
“Judges and prosecutors are really
public servants of the government,”
said Aydin Engin, a veteran journalist at Cumhuriyet. In Turkey, journalists had to decide “whether to
be on the government’s side or to
do their job”.
Ulker said he and the four dozen
other journalists at Ozgur Dusunce
were acutely aware that the government was watching. He said the
newspaper had hired a lawyer and
that editors were looking for details
in articles that could trigger trouble. When quoting opposition politicians, for example, it was sometimes advisable to end the quote by
writing “he claimed” instead of “he
said”, Ulker explained.
Ulker said his newspaper was trying to do the best it could under the
circumstances. “We are very careful, from the headlines down to
the pictures we are using,” he said.
“We don’t feel as free to report on
our country like German, British or
Greek reporters can report about
their respective countries. These
are hard times.”
Thomas Seibert is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Istanbul.
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Dubai’s luxury tourism continues to thrive
Mohammed Alkhereiji

London

D

ubai, the land of sun,
sand and exuberance, is
one of the most popular
holiday destinations in
the world and its share
of the global luxury tourism market continues to impress, despite
economic challenges facing the
Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) region.
The emirate, which was recently
selected as the world’s most cosmopolitan city by the International
Organisation for Migration, has
seen its profile as a luxury tourist
destination rise in the last decade,
a distinction Dubai authorities deliberately set out to achieve.

“At the end of last year,
we had more than 90
five-star hotel
properties representing
over 31,000 rooms.”
Issam Kazim, CEO of the
Dubai Corporation for
Tourism and Commerce
Marketing.
However, low oil prices that have
reduced the spending power of
many potential visitors and new
austerity measures, including a
value-added tax in Dubai beginning in 2018, have left many asking: Are the good times over? The
situation at home coupled with
economic condition in some of
Dubai’s key markets, such as the
Russian federation, has meant the
emirate has had to look elsewhere.
There was a rise in tourists from
the United Kingdom, Saudi Arabia

and India in 2015, said Gerald Lawless, chief executive officer (CEO) of
Jumeirah Hotels, which owns the
iconic Burj Al Arab hotel. He said
the Chinese market offset a drop
in the number of Russian tourists.
In an interview with the Financial
Times, Lawless said the Chinese
tourism market was up 25% from
2014 and 58% from 2013.
Nurturing the tourism industry is
a must for Dubai, as its energy revenues pale in comparison to neighbouring Abu Dhabi, and the luxury
aspect of the tourism industry is
an important component for it to
achieve the needed growth.
“At the end of last year, we had
more than 90 five-star hotel properties representing over 31,000
rooms, equating to almost a third
of all hotel room inventory in the
city, which further underlines the
destination’s propensity to appeal
to a strong luxury travel segment.”
said Issam Kazim, CEO of the Dubai
Corporation for Tourism and Commerce Marketing.
Kazim said Dubai continues to
develop offerings to appeal to a
more diverse visitor segment as it
looks to meet its target of 20 million visitors per year by the end of
the decade. “Yet, premium experiences, whatever the budget, will
still be the hallmark of what Dubai
represents,” he said.
At the Burj Al Arab hotel, which
was recently named the most popular hotel for celebrity spotting by
the United Kingdom’s Daily Mail,
guests can expect 24-karat gold iPads upon their arrival.
One of New York’s most historic
and luxurious hotel chains, the St
Regis, recently began operating in
Dubai, boasting 234 rooms, 52 of
which are suites. The crown jewel
of the hotel is its Imperial Suite.
Spread across two floors and 913
square metres, the three-bedroom
accommodation contains a living

A couple take a leisurely stroll in Dubai’s Marina.
room, a dining room, a study, an
Arabic-style majlis lounge with a
spiral staircase leading to the hotel’s domed roof and swimming
pool.
The competition for a piece of the
Dubai big-spender pie has led to
luxury travel operators setting up
shop in the emirate. Britain’s Elegant Resorts and Singapore’s Lightfoot Travel offer desert-themed,
seven-day luxury tour packages
starting at $8,800 per person.
The lucrative medical tourism
market is also thriving in Dubai and
catering to this demand will be the
Middle East’s first five-star luxury
hospital, the construction of which

is to begin in 2016. The hospital is to
contain 150 luxury suites and, according to developer Advet Bhambani Ventures, will offer, “topnotch” concierge and fine dining,
personalised limousine service to
and from the hospital, tailor-made
spa treatments and other wellness
packages to aid patients’ recovery.
In the first half of 2015, Dubai attracted 256,097 medical tourists
from within and outside the United
Arab Emirates.
But what really separates Dubai
from other luxury destinations?
Kazim said it is what Dubai has to
offer as an overall experience.
“One can stay in a seven-star

hotel like the Burj Al Arab, play a
round of golf on championshipready courses, have lunch in the
world’s tallest tower, shop for leading global brands, be amazed by the
dazzling Dubai fountain show, then
have a romantic dinner in the sand
dunes — all in one day,” he said.
“In addition, Dubai also offers
experiences that you cannot find
anywhere else, such as sky diving
over the iconic Palm Islands to skiing in a shopping mall, whilst also
being able to juxtapose this with a
cultural journey through the historic districts of Dubai for a more
rewarding and rich insight into the
city’s past.”

practical and they are open pretty
late into the night, 11.30 and 12,” Valentine said. “These are destination
malls with attractions like aquariums in saturated areas. Women’s
fashion sections and men’s fashions
are more popular there. It’s like a little Bond Street.”
Theme malls are expected to increase substantially in Riyadh with
retail sales expected to grow from
$92 billion in 2013 to $130 billion by
2018, according to a 2014 study by
the auditing firm KMPG.
In 2014, Riyadh’s mall retail
space was about 1.45 million sq.
metres with an increase of another
700,000 sq. metres projected by
2018, according to KMPG. Six malls
in Riyadh that will anchor luxury
brand retailers are planned through
2018. The Majid Al-Futtaim Mall,
at 180,000 sq. metres, is scheduled for completion in 2017 and the
250,000-sq.-metre Diriyah Gate is to
open a year later.
Luxury brand sellers are eager to
fill the expansive theme malls because the financial risks are minimal. The sole agent distributor requirement in Saudi Arabia was an
ironclad agreement for many years
in which foreign businesses were
required to obtain a Saudi agent to
establish a store or company in the
kingdom.
The sole agent requirement became voluntarily after Saudi Arabia
joined the World Trade Organisation
in 2005. However, most luxury retailers continue their relationships
with their agents instead of directly
establishing their own stores to reduce the financial risks.
“The onus is on the licensee who
is in effect buying the franchise and
is taking the financial risks,” said
Borstrock, who noted that there is
no advantage for foreign companies
to go it alone in Saudi Arabia. “Luxury brands want the representation
[in foreign countries] but don’t want

the burden.”
Luxury brands tailor their products for the Arab consumer but keep
their core identity intact.
“A range of 70-80% of the stock
would be the same,” Valentine said.
“Then the adaption may be in jewellery brands like diamonds. There is a
huge market for big fat sets, necklaces, headdresses, bangles and rings.”
There is a risk that too much tailoring to Middle East tastes may
reduce the luxury accessories that
buyers really want. A common perception among Saudi women buyers, according to shopper Alkady, is
that many stores are selling inventory that have failed to attract buyers in the West.

Kingdom of luxury shopping
Rob L. Wagner

Jeddah

M

arwa
Alkady
was
shopping
recently
for clothes for her
husband on Jeddah’s
fashionable
Tahlia
Street and she wasn’t about to deviate from her plan for his ensemble.
By the end of a long day she had
everything she wanted: embroidered midnight blue thobe for the
winter, Mont Blanc fountain pen
for the pocket, white Dunhill ghutra
and Burberry cufflinks to match his
IWC Schaffhausen watch.
“We went to London last summer,
so he’s kind of spoiled,” said the
25-year-old newlywed. “After seeing
what the shops have there, we have
the same expectations here. Once
you have the taste of best clothes
and jewellery, you really don’t want
to lower your standards.”
Travelling abroad has raised the
bar for many Saudis, who find luxury brand shopping almost a necessity. In a country with a rigid dress
code of thobes and abayas, a new
generation of Saudis is emerging for
whom individuality is a key component to expressing themselves.
The luxury brand industry in the
past decade has experienced phenomenal growth of as much as 9.5%
annually. The proliferation of malls,
disposable income and cheaper
travel to the West — particularly
London, Paris and New York — have
led to luxury brands developing sophisticated marketing campaigns to
attract affluent Arab buyers.
In Saudi Arabia, a study by market researchers Canadean, sales of
clothing, footwear, accessories and
luxury goods reached $11.9 billion in
2012, a 9.5% jump from 2011. Even
during the first full year of the recession in 2009 sales climbed a respect-

A woman shopper strolls through a mall in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.
able 5.8% over the previous year.
Nicky Valentine of the Londonbased NV Luxury Ltd., which advises international luxury brand
companies on expansion and management issues, said tourism and
accessibility to luxury products
have a lot do with robust sales.
“Growth has increased due to distribution of brands,” Valentine said.
“Tourism levels increased in places
like Dubai and Abu Dhabi.”
Shaun Borstrock, associate dean
of School of Business, Innovation
and Projects at the University of
Hertfordshire in England and who
tracks luxury brands’ global marketing strategies, said luxury retailers
tap into two kinds of Middle East
consumers: the buyers who “shout”
their wealth with showy accessories and those who “whisper” their
affluent lifestyle with understated
branding.
“When we are talking about true
luxury we have consumers who
are not opposed to spending considerable amounts of money and

are willing to buy big-name items
that are European and have heritage,” Borstrock said. “Then you also
have the lesser known brands the
consumer buys in which they are
saying they know what’s going on.
These consumers who buy a watch,
for example, will go to a horologist for a watch made especially for
them rather than a mass producer of
watches.”

Luxury retailers are
adapting to the
shopping habits of
citizens and
expatriates in the
Gulf region.
Luxury retailers are adapting to
the shopping habits of citizens and
expatriates in the Gulf region. The
increased numbers of malls, especially in Saudi Arabia, shapes the
way retailers think about the market.
“The mall environment is more

Travelling abroad
has raised the bar for
many Saudis, who
find luxury brand
shopping almost a
necessity.
“I don’t think that any brand
wants to sell their rejected stock,”
Valentine said. “The flagship stores
get the top collections. It depends
on the size of the store. I looked at
Tiffany’s in the Middle East and
they have a pretty big footprint with
an upgraded collection that is larger
than their store in Manhattan.”
Borstrock said the perception is
common but he noted it’s impossible for luxury retailers to fully stock
every store, especially high-end
retailers with hundreds of stores
worldwide.
“Louis Vuitton in a typical season
produces about 200,000 items for
any one market,” he said. “It’s impossible for them to show every single item in every single store.”
Rob L. Wagner is an Arab Weekly
contributor based in Saudi Arabia.
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Agenda
Dubai: Through April 9th
Global Village is the largest
seasonal cultural extravaganza
in the region. Visitors can enjoy
an array of festivals, shopping
and entertainment in an openair theme park. The entertainment and shopping destination
hosts more than 70 participating countries with presentations in more than three dozen
pavilions. There are more than
50 fun rides and 26 restaurants
offering food from around the
world.

A mausoleum for the Virgin Mary (C) is erected at the harbour in the southern port city of Tyre.

Phoenician Tyre: From drawing
conquerors to enticing visitors
Mohammed Darweesh

Tyre, Lebanon

I

n ancient times, the Phoenician
city of Tyre, in modern-day
southern Lebanon, was coveted by great conquerors from
Babylonian King Nebuchadnezzar to Alexander the Great for its
riches, prosperous port and thriving trade. Today, its ruins figure on
UNESCO’s World Heritage list and
its sandy beaches are a big summer
attraction for tourists.
Tyre, 90km south of Beirut, was
known throughout the Mediterranean as the “Queen of the Seas” and
boasts vestiges from an amalgam of
civilisations, including Phoenician,
Roman, Greek and Byzantine, in addition to remains from the Crusaders’ period and Fatimid and Ottoman rule.
Churches dating to the early years
of Christianity, including the ruins
of the first church in the Orient, in
the Christian Quarter of the city, are
popular among worshippers. “They
are places visited regularly by pilgrims from Lebanon and abroad for
prayers and for admiring old relics,
including icons, crucifixes and Bibles,” said Deputy Roman Catholic
Patriarch Johan Haddad.
The Christian Quarter, in the heart
of ancient Tyre, was built on a peninsula. It is also appreciated for its
old buildings lining narrow alleys,
displaying a mixture of Lebanese,
Ottoman and French architecture.
Many houses overlooking the Mediterranean have been restored and
turned into restaurants, motels and
boutique hotels to cater to a growing number of visitors.
The seaside Al-Fanar Hotel, which
was refurbished to provide modern

Dubai: Through April 30th
Headlined by the Emirates
Airline Festival of Literature,
the Dubai Art Season showcases
the city’s artistic talent along
with the United Arab Emirates’
2016 Year of Reading. Dubai
is enveloped in artistic and
cultural activities such as fine
art exhibitions, calligraphy exhibitions, music performances,
outdoor art projects, youth
theatre and museum exhibitions.

Beirut: Through May 31st
Oriental nights at Feb30 celebrates oriental Arabic music
every Tuesday from 9pm
until 2am at Feb30, Alleyway,
Hamra.

Tunis: April 8th-17th

The Arch of Triumph is among Roman vestiges in
Tyre in south Lebanon.
services, is often fully booked in
July and August, when Lebanese
expatriates flock back home to
spend time with their families.
“In addition to groups of foreign
tourists and visitors from the Arab
Gulf countries, a big number of
Lebanese immigrants from the US,
Canada and Australia spend time
in Tyre during the summer, where
they enjoy the beach and traditional
Lebanese cuisine,” said Al-Fanar
owner Raymond Salha.
Restaurants offering international cuisines, including Italian,
Spanish, French and Asian, are also
thriving, catering to members of
the UN Interim Force in Lebanon
(UNIFIL), which was reinforced
with contingents from European
and Asian countries, especially Italy

The Arab Weekly announces
partnership with Going Global
Europe’s leading show for businesses looking to expand internationally,
export products or set up overseas operations, Going Global, is
returning to ExCeL London on May 11th & 12th. The Arab Weekly is
proud to announce a partnership with the event and pleased to offer a
discounted rate for exhibitors at the show.
Going Global offers a unique opportunity to learn how to generate new
business overseas and get noticed by more than 3,000 business owners
and decision makers plus more than 25,000 business owners attending
events running alongside the main programmes. Going Global features
seminars, workshops and live demonstrations with the opportunity to
meet a wide variety of suppliers.
Exhibition space is available and if businesses cite The Arab Weekly
when booking a stand, they are entitled to an exclusive rate — pushing
their return on investment higher. People have historically attended
Going Global to find suppliers or guidance to increase business and to
meet others who can help them to expand internationally.
If you are interested in exhibiting, please call event director Simon
Chicken at 0117 9304 927 or e-mail simon.chicken@prysmgroup.co.uk
for details.

Lebanese singer Assi al-Hallani performs during
the Tyre and South Festival in the southern
Lebanese city of Tyre on July 18, 2010.

and Spain, after the 2006 war with
Israel.
With UNIFIL headquarters in
Naqoura, 38km south of Tyre,
many personnel spend holidays and
weekends in Tyre. “Restaurants and
hotels (in the Christian Quarter) are
quite popular among UNIFIL officers and troops who feel safe spending time and enjoying food, drinks
and nightlife,” Salha said.
During the summer months, up
to 70 kiosks and tents line Tyre’s
sandy beaches, offering fresh seafood platters for people enjoying a
day in the sun.
Apart from recreation activities
and sports, such as water skiing and
surfing, Tyre’s archaeological sites
also used to attract significant numbers of visitors, noted Ali Badawi,
from the Directorate of Antiquities
in charge of the city’s archaeological sites.
“On average, Tyre received no
less than 25,000 visitors annually,
mostly coming in organised tours
that included both Lebanon and
Syria. But their number dropped
extensively, to almost null, after
the outbreak of the war in Syria (in
2011),” Badawi said.
“Tourism in Tyre has become
almost limited to local tourists.
Sometimes you have foreigners visiting with the company of Lebanese
friends, in addition to UNIFIL personnel interested in history and archaeology. But the impact of the situation in the region and in Lebanon
on Tyre tourism is quite evident.”
The slowdown in tourism has not
discouraged the Directorate of Antiquities from maintaining restoration works and excavations at the
sites.
“Work is also ongoing for the inauguration of a new museum in
summer in which Tyre’s Phoenician, Roman, Byzantine, Greek
and Islamic era antiquities will be
displayed, including objects from
the Phoenician cemetery and the

temple, which were discovered recently, and from the 10th-century
Fatimid mosque found under the
ruins of the Crusaders’ church,”
Badawi pointed out.
“The Tyre museum’s collection
will be as important as the pieces
displayed at the National Museum
of Beirut. Visitors will then have the
chance to immerse in history and
culture,” he added.
Tyre’s world-renowned ruins are
mainly in two locations. The “seaside site” on the peninsula and the
“mainland site” in El Bass district
at the city’s entrance. The latter
includes the landmark Arch of Triumph and the Hippodrome, one of
the largest hippodromes of the Roman period, which is second in size
after the Circus Maximus in Rome
and is still in good shape.

Tyre was known
throughout the
Mediterranean as
the “Queen of the
Seas”.
In the middle of the Hippodrome,
there are the walls of the Crusader
Hippodrome Church, which is covered with signatures and pictures
of boats and shields drawn by early
Christian pilgrims.
The “seaside ruins” dating to the
Phoenician, Roman and Byzantine
periods are most famous for the
Grande Allee, a 160-metre long and
11.8-metre wide road bordered by
a colonnade and paved with mosaics and marble slabs, and the baths,
built over parallel arches which
shade them from the heat.
Modern-day Tyre has much to offer to entice visitors, but not conquerors.
Mohammed Darweesh is a
freelance reporter in southern
Lebanon.

The 11th Jazz à Carthage
music festival brings together
renowned international and
local musicians to perform
and attend concerts, lectures,
exhibitions and nightly jam
sessions.

Marrakech: April 17th-23rd
The third Marrakech Dance
Festival hosts dance teachers
and participants from around
the world taking part in workshops, classes and conferences.
Dance performances take place
in Marrakech’s Les Idrissides
hotel during the festival.

Beirut: May 5th-8th
The eighth Beirut International
Tango Festival hosts world-renowned tango maestros, artists
and teachers, such as Sebastian
Arce and Mariana Montes along
with Neri Piliu and Yanina Quinones. Courses and workshops
will take place along with the
performances.

Palestinian territories:
May 20th-27th
The ninth Palestine Festival of
Literature takes place across
historic Palestine, including the
Ottoman Court in Ramallah,
the Adam Hotel in Gaza, Dar
al-Tifl in Jerusalem, Al-Midan
Theatre in Haifa, Municipal
Library Gardens in Nablus and
Bethlehem University. The
festival includes free public
events, such as readings, workshops, music performances and
debates, meetings with authors
and artists and visits to historic
sites.

We welcome submissions of
calendar items related to
cultural events of interest
to travellers in the Middle
East and North Africa.
Please send tips to:
editor@thearabweekly.com

